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Spectroscopic imaging - scanning tunneling microscope studies of quasiparti-
cle interference in the high temperature superconductor Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ as a
function hole density and temperature are presented. Its is found that the mo-
mentum space source of low energy Bogoliubov excitations is restricted to a
region that falls rapidly as the hole density falls to zero. This region agrees well
with a strongly correlated generalization of Luttinger’s theorem relating the mo-
mentum space area of low energy excitations to the electron density. Excitations
to higher energies, whose momentum space source would be outside this re-
stricted region without correlations, lack the properties of Bogoliubov quasipar-
ticles and instead locally break translational and rotational symmetries. These
real space excitations are demonstrated to be the pseudogap states. An inti-
mate relationship between the Bogoliubov excitation gap and the pseudogap
is found. As the temperature increases, the quasiparticle interference patterns
persist above the superconducting transition temperature revealing them to be
the spectroscopic signature of phase fluctuations. Although the Bogoliubov ex-
citation gap evolves with temperature, both the restricted region in momentum
space occupied by the quasiparticles and the real space pseudogap excitation
structure does not. The generalized Luttinger’s theorem provides a unified
framework for understanding the properties of the cuprates at low hole den-
sities in terms of strong correlations.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION TO QUASIPARTICLE INTERFERENCE
“My generation is not handing over to yours a clear set of tasks,
like the problems in a physics textbook, but when has it ever been
clear what is the next thing to be done?” Steven Weinberg[1]
1.1 Tunneling Spectroscopy as a Probe of the Solid State
Tunneling current spectroscopy has been an extremely valuable tool in the ex-
perimental verification of the detailed microscopic theory for conventional su-
perconductors. Ivar Giaever’s studies[2, 3, 4] of the tunnel current between lead
and aluminum separated by a thin insulating layer provided the first direct mea-
surement of the superconducting density of states predicted by the theory of
Bardeen, Cooper, and Schrieffer (BCS theory)[5]. For this theory, those three
were awarded the 1972 Nobel Prize in Physics, while Giaever’s work earned
him a share of the 1973 prize. W. L. McMillan and J. M. Rowell[6] inferred both
the electron-phonon coupling constant and the phonon density of states in su-
perconducting lead by inverting tunneling spectroscopy measurements using
the Eliashberg theory of strong coupling superconductivity[7]. They were able
to show that the phonon spectrum derived from the superconducting tunneling
spectroscopy agreed with the spectrum directly measured by inelastic neutron
scattering[8]. This quantitative agreement between the direct and inferred mea-
surements firmly established the microscopic BCS-Eliashberg description of su-
perconductivity as the condensation of conduction electrons into Cooper pairs.
The measurements and analysis of McMillan and Rowell resolved the quantita-
1
tive discrepancy Giaever[4] observed between experiment and BCS theory.
Tunnel current spectroscopy falls within the broader class of quantum me-
chanical tunneling phenomena, which describes processes as diverse as the de-
cay rate of low energy α particles from radioactive nuclei. Quantum mechan-
ical tunneling is a direct consequence of the operator commutation hypothesis
[x, p] = ih¯ for momentum p and position x, which leads to an exponentially
decaying penetration of bound state quantum wave function into the classically
forbidden barrier region where the potential energy exceeds the total energy of
the state[10, 11]. The experiments of Giaever and McMillan and Rowell con-
sists of electrons tunneling between a superconductor and a normal metal, both
of macroscopic extent, that are separated by a microscopically thin insulating
material acting as the potential barrier. The superconductor-insulator-normal
metal tunnel junction geometry is roughly planar forming a parallel plate ca-
pacitor with a dielectric thickness of 100-1000 nanometers. A net tunnel current
flows when a D.C. bias voltage V is applied to across the capacitor plates. In the
language of many-body quantum theory, the tunneling process can be described
by the Hamiltonian
HT =∑
µν
(
Tµνc†1,νc2,µ + T
∗
νµc
†
2,µc1,ν
)
(1.1)
The creation and annihilation operators c†1,ν, c
†
2,µ create a single particle state
in the normal metal (1) or superconductor (2) of quantum numbers ν, µ for the
isolated normal metal and superconductor, respectively. For simplicity ν, µ are
also chosen to be eigenstates of the appropriate isolated Hamiltonian. The cou-
pling matrix elements are just the overlap of the single particle wave functions
ψ through the barrier potential, expressed in the language of first quantization
2
as
Tµν =
ˆ
drψ∗1,ν (r)H (r)ψ2,µ (r)
This tunneling current formulation was introduced by John Bardeen[12] to de-
scribe Ivar Giaever’s measurements. Assuming a large enough barrier region
so that the coupling is weak, the tunnel current is found to first order in HT to
be[13]
IT =
∞ˆ
−∞
dω
2pih¯∑µν
∣∣Tµν∣∣2 A1 (ν,ω+ eV) A2 (µ,ω) (nF (ω+ eV)− nF (ω)) (1.2)
nFis the Fermi function, and the A functions are the single particle spectral func-
tions for the isolated normal metal and superconductor. Because of the relation-
ship
nν =
〈
c†νcν
〉
=
∞ˆ
−∞
dω
2pih¯
A (ν,ω) nF (ω) (1.3)
A (ν,ω) nF (ω) is similar to the probability density function of energy ω for
occupation of state ν. By choosing a normal metal with a density of states
constant within an electron volt of the chemical potential, the approximation
∑ν
∣∣Tµν∣∣2 A (ν, ,ω+ eV) ≈ const. is permissible. By measuring the differential
conductance with this approximation we have
dIT
dV
∝
ˆ ∞
−∞
dω
2pi
− ∂nF (ω+ eV)
∂ω ∑µ
A2 (µ,ω) (1.4)
At low enough temperatures, the Fermi function derivative tends to a delta
function and 1.4 becomes
dIT
dV
∝∑
µ
1
2pi
A2 (µ,ω = eV) = g (ω = eV)
By Eq. 1.3 this is the total density of states at energy eV.
It is certainly possible to create more sophisticated expressions for the tunnel
current than Eq. 1.2. But the power of Eq. 1.2 is that the materials dependencies
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collapse into a simple matrix element plus spectral functions, allowing tunnel
spectroscopy to become a probe of the intrinsic single particle spectral function
of exotic solid state phases. This is what allowed Giaever and McMillan and
Rowell to make their spectacular deductions about the nature of superconduc-
tors. For simple band structure materials, Eq. 1.2 can be expressed in terms of
elementary first quantized concepts. The many-body formalism is introduced
here because often the materials of interest are in highly-correlated phases, and
Eq. 1.2 allows for the full machinery of many-body quantum field theory in the
grand canonical ensemble to be employed in understating the measurements.
Often in physics, the simplest conceptual picture is not developed until after
the solution is known. For example, the BCS theory[5] was developed without
the Bogoliubov diagonalization taught today[14] and is more awkward concep-
tually. An excellent introduction to many-body quantum theory is Ref. [13].
A few notes about Eq. 1.2. It requires at least two more assumptions about
the physics beyond linear response to the tunneling coupling. One assumption
is that materials are good conductors so that the electric fields of the D.C. bias
fall to zero at the surface.[16, 15] This is not true for doped semiconductors like
GaAs, where the poor screening due to the low carrier density lets the fields
penetrate 10-1000nm into the bulk.[15, 17] This creates ambiguity as to what
energies of the spectral function are actually being probed. The other assump-
tion is that there is no off-diagonal long range order from Cooper pairing. Such
terms leads to Josephson tunneling, which are considered in the context of Eq.
1.2 in Chapter 18 of [13]. Further, the spectral function in Eq. 1.2 is that of the
relevant surface exposed at the tunnel junction. This spectral function is not
necessarily that of the bulk. For the high temperature superconductor studied
in this dissertation, oxygen doped Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ, the c-axis surface spectral
4
function has been experimentally identified as the bulk spectral function.[18]
In his treatment of tunneling, John Bardeen[12] found the matrix elements
for a simple barrier to be
Tµν = − h¯
2
2m
ˆ
s
dS
(
ψ∗ν
∂ψµ
∂z
− ψµ ∂ψ
∗
ν
∂z
)
(1.5)
The z-direction is normal to the tunnel junction interface, and the surface S is
any surface that lies completely within the barrier region. If the two wave func-
tions were identical, this would be −ih¯J for the current operator matrix element
J. Using the WKB approximation, it can be shown that T decays exponentially
with barrier thickness z.[19, 20]
1.2 The Scanning Tunneling Microscope
The scanning tunneling microscope, or STM, exploits the exponential decay of
the tunneling matrix element to achieve atomic resolution imaging on the sur-
faces of conducting materials. The STM was invented by Gerd Binning and
Heinrich Rohrer at IBM Zürich in 1981[29], and their pioneering work earned
them a share of the 1986 Nobel Prize in Physics. A conducting sample is held at
a D.C. bias voltage while a sharp metallic tip is brought close to its surface an
appreciable tunnel current flows. The tip position is controlled by an electronic
feedback system that monitors the tunnel current and sets the voltage of the
piezoelectric scanner tube holding the tip, deflecting it appropriately. This is de-
picted by the cartoon of Fig. 1.1. In its simplest mode, the feedback maintains a
constant current as the tip is scanned in the plane of the sample while recording
the height of the tip. This produces a topographic image of the sample surface.
Fig. 1.2a shows a topographic STM image of the surface of Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ. If
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Figure 1.1: Cartoon of STM operation
a single atom protrudes out on the tip apex, then the exponential dependence of
the tunneling matrix element on barrier distance ensures that most of the tunnel
current will flow through that atom and suppress it in the rest of tip. This allows
for in plane spatial resolution approaching the size of an atomic orbital.
The STM tunnel current can be described within the framework of Eq. 1.2 if
we chose 1, ν to describe the tip and 2, µ to describe the sample. This was done
by Tersoff and Hamann[21, 22], who evaluated the matrix element Eq. 1.5 for a
spherical tip apex as
Tµν =
h¯2
2m
4piΩ−1/2t Re
κRψµ (r0) (1.6)
where κ = h¯−1 (2mφ)1/2 is the minimum inverse decay length, φ is the effective
work function,Ωt is the tip volume, R is the radius of curvature of the apex, and
r0 is the position vector for the center of curvature of the apex. This matrix ele-
ment is only valid for tunneling electron energies far below the work function.
The wave function in this matrix element can be used in the tunnel conductance
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of Eq. 1.2 to change the basis of the sample spectral function into real space (See
Appendix A) so that
It =
∣∣∣∣∣ h¯22m4piReκR
∣∣∣∣∣
2 ∞ˆ
−∞
dω
h¯
A2 (r0,ω) g1 (ω+ eV) [nF (ω+ eV)− nF (ω)]
with g1 (ω) the density of states per unit volume of the tip. By choosing a tip
material with a density of states that is constant within 2eV of the chemical
potential, the tip density of states can be evaluated at the chemical potential
and pulled outside the integral. Common tip materials with this flat density
of states include gold, copper and tungsten. Making this approximation and
taking the derivative gives us the STM tunnel conductance
dIt
dV
= 4pi2
(
h¯2
m
)2
R2e2κRg1 (eF)
ˆ ∞
−∞
dω
h¯
− ∂nF (ω+ eV)
∂ω
A2 (r0,ω) (1.7)
At low temperatures, the Fermi function tends to a δ function and this becomes
dIt
dV
=
4pi2
h¯
(
h¯2
m
)2
R2e2κRg1 (eF) A2 (r0,ω = eV)
In contrast to the tunnel conductance for a planar junction, Eq. 1.4, the STM
tunnel conductance above has quantum number resolution. The sum over the
quantum numbers for the sample was absorbed into the change of basis to real
space. The real space spectral function is more commonly known as the local
density of states, or LDOS[21].
As the authors note, the Tersoff-Hamann matrix element Eq. 1.6 is some-
what misleading because the wave function appearing in it suggests that a STM
of arbitrarily large radius will give atomic resolution. But the wave function
is evaluated at the three-dimensional coordinate r0 of the center of curvature,
which gets farther away from the surface as the radius gets larger. As r0 moves
7
(a) Constant current z (r) recorded
during tip movement
(b) dIt/dV (V) spectrum recorded at the pixel
marked in 1.2a. There is a unique spectrum
recorded at every pixel location r in 1.2a.
Figure 1.2: Example of spectroscopic imaging
away, the atomic corrugations in the surfaces of constant probability density be-
come smeared out and the atoms will cease to be resolved. For a minimum tip-
surface separation of z,
∣∣ψµ (r0)∣∣2 ∝ e−2κ(R+z) and we have It, dIt/dV ∝ e−κz.
This suggests the following experimentally relevant form for the STM tunnel
conductance and tunnel current
dIt
dV
= Me−κzρ (r,ω = eV) (1.8)
It = Me−κz
ˆ eV
0
dωρ (r,ω) (1.9)
ρ (r,ω) is the two-dimensional surface LDOS, and the coordinate r lies in the
plane of the sample surface. M is the constant that absorbs everything else,
labeled to suggest it is a matrix element.
Eq. 1.8 suggests the possibility that by measuring dIt/dV as the tip is moved
over the surface, spatially resolved images proportional to the LDOS ρ (r,ω)
can be produced. This mode of operation is called spectroscopic imaging and ex-
ploits the real-space quantum number resolution enabled by the STM. For the
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measurements presented in this dissertation, spectroscopic imaging is imple-
mented by moving the tip using the same constant current feedback used to
produce topographic images. The tip rasters a line in one direction (to the right
in Fig. 1.2a), moves a small displacement in the orthogonal direction (down in
Fig. 1.2a), and rasters another line. As a line is being rastered, the tip height
field z (r) is digitally sampled producing the individual pixels in Fig. 1.2a. The
particular pair of current, bias values used to control motion of the tip is called
the movement setpoint. Holding Eq. 1.9 constant defines an implicit function
for the height field z (r) measured.
In addition, in spectroscopic imaging dIt/dV (V) as a function of tip-sample
bias voltage V is measured at the same location as each height field z (r) pixel.
To accomplish this, the tip is first stabilized at the pixel location using constant
current feedback, often at a larger setpoint current than is used for tip move-
ment. This bias, current pair is called the spectroscopic setpoint. Then the feed-
back loop is turned off, and the tip-sample bias voltage is ramped through a
range of values while dIt/dV (V) is recorded. The feedback loop is then turned
back on and the tip is moved to the next pixel for another dIt/dV (V) measure-
ment. A full spectroscopic-imaged data set is called a spectroscopic map and
consists of the constant current topography z (r) in Fig. 1.2a, and a spectroscopic
curve dIt/dV (V) at each pixel. These curves are reminiscent of the planar tun-
neling conductance measurements described in Section 1.1, and a representative
curve from the indicated pixel of Fig. 1.2a. is displayed in Fig. 1.2b.
The real-space quantum number resolution of these dIt/dV (r,V) curves en-
able an almost unlimited number of data display possibilities. Fig. 1.3a displays
the image dIt/dV (r) for one bias voltage. The weak patterns in this image are
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(a) dIt/dV (r) at -12mV at the same po-
sitions r as Fig. 1.2a
(b) Gap map ∆ (r) at the same positions r as
Fig. 1.2a
Figure 1.3: Data displays enabled by spectroscopic imaging
the subject of this dissertation. The data displayed in Fig. 1.2 are from a near op-
timally doped sample of superconducting Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ. The pair of strong
peaks in Fig. 1.2b are the superconducting coherence peaks, and the location
of their peaks on the energy (bias voltage) axis are a measure of the supercon-
ducting gap energy ∆. By finding the peak energies for each pixel, a map of
the superconducting energy gap ∆ (r), called a gap map, can be made as shown
in Fig. 1.3b. Gap maps like this have revealed that strong inhomogeneity may
play an important role in the cuprates[23, 24].
In practice, the dIt/dV (r) curves are measured using an AC lock-in am-
plifier, and in addition to the thermal broadening evident in Eq. 1.7, the bias
modulation also limits the energy resolution available, see Appendix B, Eq. B.1.
There are other implementations of spectroscopic imaging employed in STM
experiments. Indeed, there is an exceedingly large number of varying STM ex-
periments other than spectroscopic imaging, see for an introduction Ref.[25].
For the full technical and experimental details for the environment demanded
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by spectroscopic imaging STM see the dissertations of Refs [26, 27, 28]. The full
details of the particular machine operated by the author, including construction,
vibrational isolation, and cryogenic refrigeration is available in the dissertation
of Dr. Curry Taylor[28].
1.3 Spectroscopic Imaging of Quasiparticle Interference
For Bloch wave functions of the form ψk (r) = eik
ruk (r), the LDOS of the ho-
mogeneous material ρ (r,ω) = ∑k |ψk (r)|2 δ (ω− ek) only contains the spatial
modulations of uk (r), which are those of the underlying atomic lattice. This
is because the crystal momentum k diagonalizes the Hamiltonian for the ho-
mogeneous system. Introduction of a small amount of impurities breaks the
discrete translational invariance of the atomic lattice and induces elastic scat-
tering between the Bloch states. The new eigenstates are linear combinations
of the Bloch states on the same constant contour of energy of the band dis-
persion ek. This leads to interference patterns in the LDOS. Consider adding
an impurity that mixes the two Bloch states k1 and k2 at energy eν. The new
eigenstate is ψν (r) = a1ψk1 (r) + a2ψk2 (r), and the new LDOS is ρ (r,ω) =
∑ν |ψν (r)|2 δ (ω− eν) . Since
|ψν (r)|2 =
∣∣a1uk1 (r)∣∣2 + ∣∣a2uk2 (r)∣∣2 + a1a∗2uk1u∗k2ei(k1−k2)·r
+ a∗1a2u
∗
k1uk2e
−i(k1−k2)·r
the LDOS at energy ω = eν of the dirty material will have spatial modulations
at the interfering wavevector q = k1 − k2 that is the difference between the
quasiparticle wavevectors of the pure material. In general, elastic scattering in
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the dirty system creates modulations in the LDOS at energy ω and wave vector
q (ω) = k1 (ω)− k2 (ω) (1.10)
where k1 and k2lie on the same constant contour of energy for the homogeneous
system.
In the 1950s Jacques Friedel considered in detail this problem of the response
of a non-interacting homogeneous material to the addition of a single charged
point impurity. He found that the impurity-induced density modulations in the
electron gas have the asymptotic form
δn (r) = − 1
4pi2r3
cos (2kF + δ0 (kF)) sin (δ0 (kF))
in limit of large distance r from the impurity[30]. kF is the Fermi wave vector
and δ0 is the phase shift of the scattered states. These density modulations are
known as Friedel oscillations.
Because of Eqs. 1.3 & 1.7, STM conductance maps can measure energy re-
solved Friedel oscillations as quasiparticle interference (QPI). And because of
Eq. 1.10, these oscillations can be used to map out the dispersion relation ek for
the pure system. Mike Crommie, Chris Lutz, and Don Eigler at IBM’s Almaden
demonstrated this quantitatively for a surface band of Cu(111) at a temperature
of 4K, finding a dispersion that matched photoemission results[31]. Further,
they were able to show that the oscillations decayed in space with the proper
power law exponent for the dimensionality of the band. At the same time, mea-
surements by Hasegawa and Avouris at IBM T. J. Watson of Au(111) at room
temperature demonstrated that the oscillations’ spatial decay followed an ex-
ponential law consistent with thermal broadening[32]. An introductory review
of this STM technique for metal surfaces is given in Ref. [33].
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(a) Conductance Map dIt/dV (r) (b) FFT of Conductance Map
Figure 1.4: S3R2O7 Fermi energy Spectroscopic Imaging of Quasiparticle Inter-
ference
Typically, this is implemented by Fourier transforming the experimental con-
ductance maps and looking for areas of high intensity that disperse with bias
voltage. This is demonstrated for spectroscopic image data of Sr3Ru2O7 taken
at a temperature of 200mK in measurements the author made with Santiago
Grigera of the University of St. Andrews. Fig. 1.4a shows the zero bias conduc-
tance map. Fig. 1.4b shows its Fourier transform. Data along the line indicated
is presented in Fig. 1.5a, showing that a Lorentzian function fits the Fourier
transformed data well. Fig. 1.5b shows the resulting q (ω) dispersion. Though
the data is too incomplete to invert Eq. 1.10 for the band dispersion, by assum-
ing an isotropic band, q = 2k, a reasonable order of magnitude estimate for the
Fermi velocity can be obtained from the straight line fit of Fig. 1.5b. This yields
1x106cm/s , an order of magnitude that is in agreement with the heavy elec-
tron masses obtained from de Haas - van Alphen effect measurements[34]. This
q (ω) vector is not observed at 4K[35], suggesting that STM is accessing the elec-
tronic states responsible for the unusual transport and thermodynamic proper-
ties of this material, which are proposed to be due to nematic ordering[36].
Quasiparticle interference can be understood within the context of tradi-
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(a) Data along the line in Fig.
1.4b with fit to Lorentzian
(b) q (ω) dispersion deter-
mined from peak fitting
Figure 1.5: S3R2O7 q (ω) determination
tional scattering theory. In the T-matrix approach, the Green’s function and
spectral function are given by
G
(
r, r′,ω
)
= G0
(
r, r′,ω
)
+
ˆ
dr1dr2G0 (r− r1) T (r1, r2)G0
(
r2 − r′
)
These are the retarded Green’s functions, the subscript 0 denotes properties of
the homogeneous system, and the T matrix is for the relevant translational sym-
metry breaking impurity potentials. From Eq. 1.7, for STM observables the rel-
evant quantity is the diagonal spectral function A (r,ω) = − 1piG (r, r,ω). This
produces the Fourier transformed LDOS of this model,
ρ (q,ω) = ρ0 (q,ω)− 12pii (B (q,ω)− B
∗ (−q,ω))
B (q,ω) =
ˆ
dk
(2pi)d
G0 (k + q,ω) T (k + q, k,ω)G0 (k,ω) (1.11)
d is the dimension of the system. For a single, purely local impurity potential
the T matrix depends only on frequency so that Eq. 1.11 becomes B (q,ω) =
T (ω)
´ dk
(2pi)d
G0 (k + q,ω)G0 (k,ω). For G−10 (k,ω) = ek − ω + iδ we see that
the impurity response q-vectors Eq. 1.10 are given by the autocorrelation of the
contours of constant energy for the band structure of the homogeneous system.
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1.4 d-wave Superconductivity and the Octet Model
For a superconductor such as Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ, the same basic structure as Eq.
1.11 can be applied to describe the quasiparticle interference response in the
LDOS. However, the appropriate retarded Green’s function for the supercon-
ducting state is a 2x2 matrix G describing the propagation of Nambu spinors
αk (ω)
αk (ω) =
 ck↑ (ω)
c†−k↓ (ω)
 G (k,ω) =
 G↑↑ (k,ω) F∗↓↑ (k,ω)
F↓↑ (k,ω) G∗↓↓ (−k,ω)
 (1.12)
Gσσ (k,ω) is the usual single particle Green’s function associated with propaga-
tion of
〈
c†kσ (t) ckσ
〉
, while F↓↑ (k,ω) is the anomalous Green’s function associ-
ated with propagation of the Cooper pairs
〈
c†k↑ (t) c
†
−k↓
〉
of the superconducting
state. When included in the tunnel current response calculated from Eq 1.1, the
anomalous Green’s function yields the Josephson current. With this formalism,
the FT-LDOS for the superconducting state is
ρsc (q,ω) = ρ0 (q,ω)− 12pii (B11 (q,ω) + B22 (q,−ω)
−B∗11 (−q,ω)−B∗22 (−q,−ω) (1.13)
Bii is the Nambu matrix form of the B function in Eq. 1.11. Ch 18. of Ref. [13] has
an introduction to the Nambu formalism of superconducting Green’s functions.
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ is in the cuprate family, a high temperature superconduc-
tor with a maximum transition temperature of 98K. Goerg Bednorz and Alex
Müller won the 1987 Nobel Prize in Physics for discovering the high temper-
ature superconducting state in the cuprates. In addition to the high transition
temperature, another unconventional feature of these materials is the anisotropic
superconducting order parameter. Phase sensitive techniques have exhaustively
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(b) Octet model q-vectors for ω = 20 meV.
The k-vectors satisfying the simultaneous pole
equations are indicated by the black contour.
Dashed lines are the nodes in ∆k, and its rel-
ative sign is indicated.
Figure 1.6: Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ momentum space near optimal doping
shown that the superconducting state of these material has dx2−y2 symmetry,
meaning that the order parameter changes sign under 90 degree rotations[37,
38]. This leads to the anisotropic charge excitation gap opening on the Fermi
surface, shown in Fig. 1.6a, as determined by experiment[39, 40]. The d-wave
superconducting gap function used for this figure is
∆k =
∆0
2
(
cos (kxa0)− cos
(
kya0
))
.
The k-space origin of the scattering q-vectors observed in ρSC (q,ω) is de-
termined by assuming that the integral for B (q,ω) is dominated by states sat-
isfying the simultaneous pole equations for the two G0’s. Of this set, those with
the largest joint density of states will contribute the most to the FT-LDOS. In the
cuprates |∂k∆k|ω=0  vF, and these q-vectors satisfy Eq. 1.10 for |∆k| = ω.
The q-vector dispersion is dominated by the gap dispersion. For the experi-
mental parameters above, the q-vectors for the homogeneous non-interacting
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G−10 (k,ω) = (ω+ iδ) I − ekσ3 − ∆kσ1 in this model are displayed in Fig. 1.6
for ω < ∆0. Because of the symmetries of both the square lattice of the cuprates
and the dx2−y2 superconducting state, one octet of the Fermi surface determines
all the q-vectors measured at one eV = ω. This is called the octet model[41, 43].
Eq. 1.13 for the superconducting state FT-LDOS does not appear any dif-
ferent from the normal state form, Eq.1.11. It is still just a single particle mea-
surement. So why make this distinction? In the superconducting state, different
scattering processes affect the observed q-vectors in different ways that can only
determined by the anomalous Green’s function. In particular, by considering
the effect of the superconducting coherence factors it is expected that scattering
off of scalar potentials is primarily expressed through the amplitude of the blue
q-vectors of Fig. 1.6. Scattering produced by time-reversal symmetry break-
ing potentials mainly impacts the amplitude of the red vectors[41]. Physically,
the difference between these two sets of vectors is that the blue q-vectors span
Fermi surface segments of opposite order parameter sign, while the red connect
segments of the same sign. Also, unique to the superconducting state, there
is order parameter scattering, due to inhomogeneities in the Cooper pairing
field[45]. This response is purely expressed by the amplitude of red q-vectors.
The order parameter phase impacts the FT-LDOS because the single-particle
and anomalous Green’s functions are related algebraically by their equations of
motion
(−ω− ek)G↑↑ = −1+ ∆kF↓↑ (1.14)
(−ω+ ek) F↓↑ = ∆∗kG↑↑
Studying the amplitudes of the two sets of vectors could enable not only a de-
termination of the scattering sources, but also the detailed structure of the full
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superconducting state embodied by the Nambu formalism in Eq. 1.12.
The octet model was observed in near optimally doped Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ
by the experiments of Refs. [43, 44]. Ref. [43] showed that the two low en-
ergy LDOS modulations of largest amplitude were consistent with the octet
model. Ref. [44] showed that all observed low energy modulations were at
octet q-vectors by inverting Eq. 1.10 along with |∆k| = eV to produce a model
Fermi surface and gap dispersion. More information on these experiments can
be found in Refs. [43, 42]. The theory was first developed in Ref. [41]. This
model has also been observed for optimally doped Ca2-xNaxCuO2Cl2, whose
very different crystal structure, chemistry, and apical Cu atom demonstrate that
octet QPI is a universal feature of these materials[46]. A magnetic field test of
the phase sensitive nature of the different q-vector amplitudes in Fig. 1.6 has
been reported[47].
1.4.1 Consistency with Angle Resolved Photoemission
The octet model QPI experiments of Refs [43, 44] were noted to be consistent
with the results of Angle Resolved Photoemission Spectroscopy (ARPES) by a
direct comparison of inverted STM data. ARPES directly probes the momentum
space spectral function by measuring the photocurrent I from electrons ejected
by a sample surface in the process of photon absorption, A (k,ω) ∝ I (k,ω).
Such measurements can in principle directly determine the band structure and
the modulus of the gap dispersion, |∆k|. See Ref [39, 40] for more this on
technique and its use in study of the cuprates. The observed consistency con-
firms that both measurements are accessing the same intrinsic cuprate electronic
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structure, independent of the very different matrix elements of the two probes.
In addition, it was suggested[48] that Eq. 1.13 implies that autocorrela-
tion
´
I (k,ω) I (k + q,ω) dk of experimental ARPES maps would reproduce
the features of FT-LDOS q-maps. Excellent agreement was found in a reduced
zone scheme if the photon polarization was chosen to suppress nodal quasipar-
ticles through the ARPES matrix element[49, 50, 51]. The agreement became
worse when the photon polarization allowed the nodal quasiparticles in the
photocurrent[49]. These observations were found to support the hypothesis that
nodal quasiparticles in STM measurements of Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ are suppressed
by tunneling through the BiO and SrO layers located between the CuO2 plane
and vacuum[53, 52]. In addition, ARPES autocorrelation found that q1 and q5
become non-dispersive at higher energies than analyzed in Refs [43, 44], and
that above TC the q-maps had the same spatial pattern as the octet model and
these patterns did not disperse with energy[50, 51].
1.5 Tunneling Conductance Ratio Z and the Setpoint Effect
The constant current feedback technique used to control the in-plane motion
of the STM tip can have an impact on the observed conductance spectra. By
holding Eq. 1.9 for the tunnel current constant at the spectroscopy setpoint, the
factor Me−kz can be eliminated in Eq. 1.8 for the conductance:
dIt
dV
(r,V) =
I0ρ (r, eV)´ eV0
0 dωρ (r,ω)
(1.15)
While for V  φ it is always true that the tunnel conductance is proportional to
the LDOS, if the LDOS integrated to the setpoint bias is inhomogeneous, then
the constant of proportionality changes with position. In particular, Fourier
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transformed conductance maps become the FT-LDOS convolved with the Fourier
transform of the integrated LDOS. This can make QPI analysis impossible. Un-
fortunately, for underdoped Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ at typical setpoint biases of ~100-
300mV, the integrated LDOS has been observed to be very inhomogeneous[23,
24, 54, 55, 56].
Fortunately, for the superconducting state there is a solution. By taking the
ratio of conductance at opposite bias polarities ( ± |V| for one |V| ) but at the
same location r, the I0/
´ eV0
0 dωρ terms cancel leaving[46, 55]
Z (r,V) =
dIt/dV (r, |V|)
dIt/dV (r, |V|) =
ρ (r, e |V|)
ρ (r,−e |V|) (1.16)
An example of this setpoint effect cancellation for a TC = 45K underdoped
Bi2Sr2Ca0.8Dy0.2Cu2O8+δ sample is presented in Fig. 1.7. The relative image
contrast is identical in each column in this figure. The conductance has the
same modulations as Ref. [56], and is found to be very sensitive to the setpoint
bias V0, while the ratio Z is unchanging. The weakening of these ’checkerboard’
modulations at -25mV with setpoint bias is strong evidence that their origin is
due to the inhomogeneous integrated LDOS in the denominator of Eq. 1.15 and
not due to the LDOS itself. Note that for this setpoint cancellation to work, it
is crucial that the conductance values are taken from the same spectroscopic
curve.
In the superconducting state, Z is the ratio of the of the modulus squared of
the coherence factors[14, 57]
Z (r,V) =
|u (r,ω = eV)|2
|v (r,ω = eV)|2 (1.17)
The Bogoliubov wavefunction normalization constraint |u (r)|2 + |v (r)|2 = 1
ensures that the spatial modulations in dIt/dV (r,V) are not canceled in Eq.
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Figure 1.7: An example of the setpoint effect and its cancellation.
1.17. For instance, consider |u (r)|2 with a sinusoidal spatial variation: |u (r)|2 =
u0 + u1 sin (kr). The normalization constraint requires |v (r)|2 = 1 − u0 −
u1 sin (kr) so that a local maximum in |u (r)|2 occurs at the same location in
space as a local minimum in |v (r)|2. This anti-phase relation between the parti-
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cle and hole components of Bogoliubov QPI modulations preserves the 16 dis-
persing octet q-vectors in the measured ratio Z. The appearance of octet QPI
modulations following cancellation of the setpoint effect in the conductance ra-
tio Z was first demonstrated experimentally in Ca2-xNaxCuO2Cl2[46].
1.6 Motivation for this Dissertation
Fig. 1.8 displays the phase diagram for the cuprate high temperature supercon-
ductors. At zero hole concentration, the strong on-site Coulomb repulsion of
the copper atoms make these materials anti-ferromagnetic Mott insulators (AF-
MI). Adding a few percent of holes destroys the antiferromagnetic state and
induces the pseudogap[58] (PG) state at ~3%. At ~5% the cuprates transform
into d-wave superconductors (d-SC) with a maximum transition temperature of
~100K. The underdoped and overdoped regions of the phase diagram are where
the hole concentration is respectively less than, and greater than, the concentra-
tion that gives the maximum transition temperature. Least understood of the
phase diagram is the pseudogap region. It is characterized by anomalous trans-
port, thermodynamic, and spin response properties. The pseudogap state dis-
appears at a temperature T*, but because it is not a thermodynamically ordered
state, this is a cross over lacking sharp definition. The underdoped supercon-
ducting state is characterized by a thermal transition where the microscopic ex-
citation gap ∆ of ARPES[59] and STM[60, 89] does not vanish, even though as
T → 0 this gap appears to be a mean-field BCS type. Rather, this gap vanishes at
T* which rises as the hole concentration is reduced towards the Mott insulating
state, even though the superconducting transition temperature is itself falling.
Intuition derived from the successes of mean-field theory suggests that this gap
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Figure 1.8: Cuprate phase diagram
maybe related to the unknown pairing mechanism drives the anomalously high
superconducting transition temperatures.
The principle reason for studying QPI in the cuprates is the simultaneous ex-
istence homogeneous quasiparticles at low energies and very inhomogeneous
phenomena at higher energies, as evidenced by the ∆ (r) map in Fig. 1.3b. QPI
enables the STM to become the only instrument capable of simultaneously de-
termining both the momentum-space electronic structure and the atomic scale
real-space electronic structure. By using the conductance ratio Z, QPI has be-
come a tool to study the behavior of both the delocalized superconducting states
and the ∆ (r) structure as the hole doping is reduced towards the Mott insulat-
ing state in the cuprates.
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CHAPTER 2
EXTRACTION OF QUASIPARTICLE INTERFERENCE WAVE VECTORS
“Economics is not physics, and experiments are impossible to
conduct with enough control to consistently give us predictable re-
sults.” Ben Stein[61]
2.1 Experimental Data Acquisition
The spectroscopic imaging STM (SI-STM) instruments are housed in ultra low
vibration laboratories, specifically designed to facilitate these projects. Each
consists of an underground concrete vault conditioned to be anechoic, inside
which is a nested acoustic isolation room. The inner room (total mass 3 × 104
kg) is supported on six pneumatic vibration isolators. Inside the inner acoustic
isolation chamber is the cryostat itself whose structure has integrated within it 3
× 103 kg of lead. It includes another massive vibration isolation stage with three
pneumatic isolators. The liquid helium vessel is suspended from this stage.
The SI-STM is usually suspended from a home-made ultra low vibration sub-
kelvin refrigerator inside the cryogenic vacuum space. Design of our custom
built cryogenic SI-STM systems is summarized in Refs. [26, 27, 28, 62].
All Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ crystals studied are grown by floating-zone furnace
techniques in the laboratories of Prof. S. Uchida at the University of Tokyo and
of Dr. H. Eisaki at AIST, Tsukuba. The samples with superconducting transition
temperatures (TC) of 20 K, 42.5K and 45 K were doped with Dy at the Ca site,
Bi2Sr2Ca0.8Dy0.2Cu2O8+δ while the others were Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ. The 88K sam-
ple had 18O isotope substitution. The hole density p for each sample is estimated
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Table 2.1: Samples studied
Compound TC (K) p
Bi2Sr2Ca0.8Dy0.2Cu2O8+δ 20 0.06
Bi2Sr2Ca0.8Dy0.2Cu2O8+δ 37 0.06-0.07
Bi2Sr2Ca0.8Dy0.2Cu2O8+δ 45 0.08
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ 74 0.14
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ 88 0.17
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ 86 0.19
by combining the results from several different probes, including magnetic sus-
ceptibility changes at TC , c-axis length from X-ray diffraction, zero-resistivity
transition at TC , temperature dependence of resistivity, magnitude of Hall co-
efficient, effective carrier number from optical conductivity, mean gap values
(STM), and Fermi surface volume (ARPES). Inductively coupled plasma opti-
cal emission spectroscopy was used to measure the cation ratio relative to the
amount of Cu to check for sufficient crystal quality. The transition temperatures
and corresponding hole dopings are reported in Table 2.1. The 20K, 45K, 74K,
88K, and 86K samples were used to study the doping dependence of QPI at
4.2K. The 42.5K sample was used to study the temperature dependence of QPI.
Each crystal is segmented in 1 mm-square plates which are mounted on the
sample holder studs for insertion into the cryogenic SI-STM system, introduced
in the cryogenic vacuum space and slowly cooled below 20K, mechanically
cleaved, and inserted in the STM head. Once the STM scanner has approached
the BiO surface of a crystal, a large field of view (FOV) of dimension 50 nm
square is chosen for study. It is necessary to achieve highly repeatable sub-
atomic resolution and register in topographic images of this surface. The same
resolution is required in differential conductance dIt/dV (r,V) maps to ensure
accurate measurement of both high q-vectors in the QPI patterns and the r-space
structure at high energies. The large > 40 nm FOV is required simultaneously
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in order to attain sufficient Fourier space resolving power to detect any slowly
dispersing q-vectors in the QPI patterns. In particular, the resolution ∆q in q-
space is determined by the physical length L of and image side ∆q = 2piL−1,
while the Nyquist q-vector is given by qNy = pi (∆L)
−1, where ∆L is the phys-
ical size of a spectroscopic imaging pixel. For p & 0.11, the Nyquist frequency
is just the smallest Cu-O reciprocal lattice vector, qNy = 2pi/a0 = 2pi/3.83Å
with a0 the Cu-O-Cu bond length. Then L = 65nm and 256x256 pixels are op-
timal. For p < 0.11, there is additional spectral contrast on the O atoms[55] so
that the Nyquist wave vector needs to be qNy = 5pi/4a0 to prevent this contrast
from folding onto the QPI q-vectors. At these dopings, L =50nm with 256x256
pixels.
A repeated series of dIt/dV (r,V) maps meeting these specifications and
without loss of atomic register to the crystal lattice due to drift or distortion
for periods of up to a year, are carried out in each FOV. They are designed to
achieve a signal-to-noise ratio in every spectrum of at least 20:1 (since many of
the modulations to be studied are only a few percent of the average value of
dIt/dV (r,V)) and to achieve simultaneously an energy resolution specification
δE ∼ 2 meV. These procedures were repeated for several samples at each of six
different hole-densities. To complete this large data set, three different SI-STM
systems were used.
The analysis of the TC=86K sample was presented in the original full octet
model inversion of Ref. [44]. The analysis was performed on the conductance
dIt/dV, and not on the conductance ratio Z Eq. 1.16. In particular, this work
forms part of the doctoral dissertation of Professor Kyle McElroy at the Univer-
sity of Colorado, Boulder[42].
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2.2 The Fourier Transform Power Spectrum, Averaging, and S/N
To analyze the data, all real space Z (r,V) data sets have the mean value
〈Z (r,V)〉r subtracted and are multiplied by a quadratic window before Fourier
transformation to minimize leakage effects on low intensity signals. Leakage
is due to the finite extent of space acquired by digital sampling, and results in
a wave vector q0 of the Fourier transform Z (q0,V) having a contribution from
Z (q,V) at all other wave vectors q. Since the ratio of largest to smallest q-vector
amplitude is as large as 20, the window does make a difference in the q (ω) dis-
persion extraction presented in this chapter. All q (ω) were determined from
the locations of local maxima in the Fourier transform amplitude |Z (q,V)| as
suggested in Fig. 1.5b. To increase the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio, several aver-
aging techniques were applied the the Fourier transform power spectral density
(PSD), |Z (q,V)|2.
The physical dimensions of all q-vectors are calibrated against the location
of the Cu-O-Cu reciprocal lattice vectors in the topography z (r,V) acquired si-
multaneously with the spectroscopic maps. The first technique is to break the
original PSD up into blocks of four nearest neighbor pixels, and then replace
each block with the average value of the four pixels. As a result of such av-
eraging, a PSD that is originally 256 pixels square becomes 128 pixels square,
and the S/N of each pixel increases by a factor of 2. This is discussed in Refs.
[63, 64]. We refer to this as ‘reduction averaging’. In general, averaging over
n pixels in the PSD increases the S/N by a factor of
√
n[65]. The next type of
PSD averaging depends on the symmetry of the q-vector, as discussed in Secs.
2.3, 2.4 below. Finally, the square root operation
√
|Z (q,V)|2 = |Z (q,V)| ap-
proximately doubles the S/N. This is seen from an estimation of the standard
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Figure 2.1: Example pairs of Z (r,V) , processed |Z (q,ω)| at 4.2K for TC= 45K
deviation from partial derivatives.
Examples of Z (r,V), raw quadratically windowed |Z (q,V)|, and |Z (q,V)|
after reduction averaging and the symmetrization averaging described in Sec.
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2.4 are presented in Fig. 2.1. These modulations in Z can be compared to the
modulations in conductance dIt/dV visible in Fig. 1.3a. Again, the QPI analysis
of Refs. [43, 44] was performed on the conductance.
2.3 Symmetry Constrained Wave Vectors
Some q-vectors are constrained to disperse along high symmetry directions.
These are q1 and q5, which disperse along the dx2−y2 antinodal and Cu-O-Cu
bond direction, and q7 and q3 which disperse dx2−y2 nodal direction. The la-
beling here is from Fig. 1.6. For these, one-dimensional linecuts of |Z (q,V)|
data along the high symmetry directions are taken with multi-pixel averages in
the transverse direction. This type of averaging has been discussed in Ref. [64].
The peak locations qi are found by non-linear least squares fitting a Lorentzian
function
f (q) =
a(
q−qi
b
)
+ 1
with either an exponential or linear background term. In many cases, q1 and
q5 are found simultaneously with two lorentzian functions and a fixed location
Gaussian function for the Cu-O-Cu reciprocal lattice vector. An example of the
linecuts and resulting fits used to extract these q-vectors are shown in Fig. 2.2
for the TC = 20K sample. The doping dependence of the linecuts at 4.2K for
q1 and q5 is displayed in Fig. 2.3. The doping dependence of the linecuts at
4.2K for q3 and q7 is displayed in Fig. 2.4. The temperature dependence of the
linecuts for TC = 42.5K for q1 and q5 is displayed in Fig. 2.5. The temperature
dependence of the linecuts for TC = 42.5K for q7 is displayed in Fig. 2.6
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Figure 2.3: Doping dependence of q1, q5 linecuts
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2.4 Unconstrained Wave Vectors
The q-vectors unconstrained to lie along high symmetry directions are q2, q6,
and q4 of Fig. 1.6. For these, following the reduction averaging of Sec. , the PSD
is symmetrized along the crystalline a-axis. This is ’symmetrization averaging’,
examples of which are presented in the second column of Fig. 2.1. These q-
vectors are fit with two-dimensional Lorentzian functions of the from
f (q) =
a(
qx−qxi
bx
)2
+
(
qy−qyi
by
)2
+ 1
along with an additional background term that is either exponential or linear.
Examples of some fits are presented in Fig. 2.7.
The octet vector q4 often proved difficult to find. It appears that its exper-
imental spectral weight has a different, more asymmetric distribution than q2,
q6. Ref. [66] notes that for the homogeneous response function theory this is to
be expected, as q4 is at the endpoint of a high intensity arc while all the other
q-vectors are formed at the intersection of high intensity arcs, as depicted in Fig.
14 of Ref. [64]. The author did not attempt to find a more suitable peak function
for q4.
The doping dependence of the reduction averaged and symmetrized
|Z (q,V)| at 4.2K is presented in Fig. 2.8. The temperature dependence of the
reduction averaged and symmetrized |Z (q,V)| for TC = 42.5K is presented in
Fig. 2.9. The red lines in these figures connect the origin with the Cu-O-Cu bond
reciprocal lattice vector.
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2.5 Noise and Line Shape Analysis
By extracting the noise distribution from |Z (q,V)|2, the χ2 goodness of fit test
can be used to independently evaluate how well the Lorentzian peak func-
tions represents the underlying data. To extract the noise, we take an area of
|Z (q,V)|2 outside the highest q-vector that contains a signal. A histogram of
this area is made as a function of bias voltage, and an exponential function is fit
to each histogram to yield the single distribution parameter. An exponentially
distributed noise in the power spectrum is expected when the pre-transform
data has Gaussian noise[67]. In this case, the standard deviation of the power
spectrum is the variance of the un-transformed data. This method determines
an implied Gaussian standard deviation as a function of bias voltage for each
data set. See Fig. 2.10 for an example for the TC= 88K sample.
By taking the single exponential distribution parameter, synthetic Monte
Carlo noise data sets can be generated and propagated through all the process-
ing, including the averaging described in Secs. 2.3, 2.4. The result is inevitably a
central limit theorem Gaussian distribution for the processed data as in Fig. 2.11
|Z(q, V = 24mV)|2 unprocessed Histogram of boxed area with
exponential fit
Bias dependence
Figure 2.10: Determining noise from unprocessed |Z (q,V)|2
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(a) Monte Carlo noise histogram for pro-
cessed data
(b) Fit to q7. χ2 = 518 for 35 degrees of free-
dom.
Figure 2.11: Example of q-vector fit with Monte Carlo noise estimate
for the example in Fig 2.10. This means that the non-linear least squares fit is
the maximum likelihood estimator, and the χ2 goodness of fit test can give the
statistical probability that the model is right[63]. Unfortunately, by this Monte
Carlo technique for all ratio data analyzed the probability that the Lorentzian
model is correct is zero within IEEE double precision accuracy. Fig. 2.11 shows
an example fit where the lorentzian model has a zero maximum likelihood of
being the correct model. However, by looking at this fit over the data it is also
obviously quite a good representation. This means that within the noise pre-
sented here, there is room to improve the QPI model beyond the simple octet
model approximation.
One difficulty with the above analysis is that it implies that the noise in
Z (r,V) has a Gaussian distribution. But Z (r,V) is a ratio of two numbers with
the same Gaussian distribution due to the amplifier noise present in the conduc-
tance measurements. Such ratios are known not to have Gaussian distributions[68].
Then the noise represented by Fig. 2.10 is likely not due to amplifier noise.
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Many theories indicate that the FT-LDOS should have intrinsic noise from the
random distribution of impurity sites[64, 69, 70, 71, 72]. However at present it
is not known what the limiting source of noise is for |Z (q,V)|2.
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CHAPTER 3
OCTET MODEL INVERSION TO MOMENTUM SPACE
“Space and time are modes by which we think, not conditions
under which we live” - Albert Einstein[73]
3.1 Octet Equations and Algebraic Inverse
With the q-vectors extracted from the data, the octet model needs to be inverted.
The symmetries of the square Cu-O lattice and the dx2−y2 superconducting order
parameter, Fig. 1.6, produce the following equations for the q-vectors, Eq. 1.10,
in terms of the locations k of the momentum space poles:
q1 = (2kx, 0)
q2 =
(
kx + ky, ky − kx
)
q3 =
(
kx + ky, kx + ky
)
q4 =
(
2kx, 2ky
)
q5 =
(
0, 2ky
)
q6 =
(
kx − ky, kx + ky
)
q7 =
(
kx − ky, ky − kx
)
As implicit functions for k in terms of the qi, these equations are overdeter-
mined. Explicitly, the combinations used are
2kx = q1, q2x − q2y, q6y − q6x, (q3 − q7) /
√
2, q5 −
√
2q7, q4x
2ky = q5, q2x + q2y, q6y + q6x, (q3 + q7) /
√
2,
√
2q7 − q1, q4y (3.1)
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3.2 Over Determination and Statistical Sampling
In Sec. 2.5 it was shown that the random noise affecting the fit used to deter-
mine the q-vector is not well understood. This then makes the usual maximum
likelihood estimators for the uncertainties in the inverted k-vectors unreliable.
The overdetermined nature of Eqs. 3.1 offers a route to uncertainty estimation.
With the numerous q-vectors at each bias voltage, these equations yield numer-
ous values for the location of one point k. The methods of Secs. 2.3 and 2.4 give
5-9 statistically independent q-vectors. Note that the two orthogonal Cu-O di-
rections have two statistically independent q1 and two statistically independent
q5 values. By taking as many statistically independent combinations of Eqs. 3.1
as the data allows[44], a sample distribution is formed from which statistical es-
timates can be made. The sample mean value is the estimate for k, and the sam-
ple standard deviation is the estimate of the uncertainty. These create the data
points and error bars that are plotted in Figs. below. In this sampling method,
the components kx and ky are not statistically independent. Their correlation is
estimated from their sample covariance, which is used when estimating the er-
rors of quantities that are functions of k. The final step in inversion is to reflect
each k-vector sample across the Brillouin zone (pi, pi) diagonal to completely
populate the first quadrant.
By using this sampling method, errors due to systematic affects such as non-
linear shear of the controlling piezos (Fig. 1.1) and tip structure factor are in-
cluded in the reported uncertainty. The consistency of these estimates is checked
below by the value of χ2 produced in least squares fits to the k statistics.
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3.3 Fermi Surface and d-wave Quasiparticle Gap Determina-
tion
It was implied in Sec. that the octet QPI dispersion in the cuprates measures the
dx2−y2 electron excitation gap dispersion according to ∆k = eV for eV < ∆max.
But since the locus of minimum excitation in momentum space tracks the nor-
mal state Fermi surface[14], by dropping out the bias dependence of from the
inverted octet k-vectors the resulting set is a measurement of that surface. So the
momentum space output of the octet QPI model consists of two things: an exci-
tation gap, and a Fermi surface. For regular metals, these have separate sources.
The Fermi surface is determined by the band structure, while the excitation gap
is determined by the Cooper pairing potential. For strongly correlated oxides,
like the cuprates, these issues are open scientific questions.
The while the octet model specifies how to invert q-vectors, is assumes no
functional form for the Fermi surface or the gap dispersion. Following Ref. [44],
the model Fermi surface is a least-squares one parameter fit of this k-space data
to a quarter circle. The model fits as a function of doping at 4.2K are plotted over
the k-vectors in Fig. 3.1 and the fit parameters are listed in Table 3.1, where we
include the χ2 divided by the degrees of freedom (D.O.F) statistic determined
by the uncertainties specified in the previous section. The Fermi surface data
derived from QPI does not reach the Brillouin zone boundaries. This is consis-
tent with ARPES observations, where the Fermi surface states at the antinode
have very low intensity due to the pseudogap, and the truncated Fermi surface
has been named the ’Fermi arc’[59, 39].
To extract the d-wave gap dispersion, we parametrize each k-vector by its
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Table 3.1: Doping dependence of QPI-derived Fermi surface model
Sample TC (K) Radius (pi/a0) χ2/(D.O.F)
86 0.65 ± 0.01 0.30
88 0.582 ± 0.009 0.28
74 0.557 ± 0.009 0.32
45 0.458 ± 0.004 0.045
20 0.431 ± 0.005 0.10
Table 3.2: Doping dependence of QPI-derived ∆k model
Sample TC (K) ∆QPI(meV) B σ∆(mV) χ2/(D.O.F)
86 39 ± 2 0.82 ± 0.02 2 0.33
88 42 ± 3 0.87 ± 0.02 2 0.25
74 56 ± 3 0.81 ± 0.02 2 0.59
45 73 ± 6 0.77 ± 0.01 2 0.27
20 114 ± 12 0.715 ± 0.009 3 0.20
angle θk about (pi,pi) and fit the gap to the function
∆ (θk) = ∆QPI [B cos (2θk) + (1− B) cos (6θk)] (3.2)
This form was introduced earlier in ARPES studies[74] and has been found to
describe both tunneling data[44] and electronic Raman spectroscopy[75]. These
fits are made separately from the Fermi surface fits. The error on θk is found
from the kx, ky sample by including the covariance using partial derivative error
propagation. The ∆ error is the RMS bias modulation amplitude of the lock-in
amplifier (see Appendix B) used to make the spectroscopic tunneling maps. The
θk points and corresponding fits are plotted for each doping in Fig. 3.2. The
fit parameters are reported in Table 3.2. We find that the doping dependence
of the parameter B is not inconsistent with that found by ARPES and Raman
spectroscopy.
The χ2/(D.O.F.) values reported in Tables 3.1 and 3.2 are systematically too
low for the uncertainties determined by the method of Sec. 3.2 to be the true
estimates. But because χ2 is inversely proportional to these uncertainties, con-
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Figure 3.3: Doping dependence of q-vectors and model internal consistency
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sistency with the χ2 test means that they are too large. Under the assumption
that these sample statistics are Gaussian, then all the uncertainties reported here
are very conservative. To be sure, this assumption is unverified, and the limiting
source of uncertainty has not been determined.
In this section, the doping dependence at 4.2K of the inverted octet QPI
model are presented. The temperature dependent data for the TC= 42.5K are
presented in Ch. 4.
3.4 Internal Consistency of Momentum Space Model
We emphasize that the octet inversion outlined above is not a direct fit of the
model to the spectroscopic data. But with 5-9 q-vectors measuring the same
k-vector, the model is heavily over determined, allowing us to replace the sta-
tistical sample by its mean and standard deviation in the above k-space fits. To
demonstrate the degree of internal consistency of this statistical model we plot
as solid lines in Fig. 3.3 the q-vectors that the model fits generate over the ex-
perimentally measured q-vectors (symbols). Again, the data presented here are
for the doping dependence at 4.2K. The temperature dependent q-vector data
for the TC= 42.5K are presented in Ch. 4.
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CHAPTER 4
EVOLUTION OF QUASIPARTICLE INTERFERENCE WITH DOPING
“Regretfully, nowadays the contents of the theorem are so densely
clouded by folklore that it is sensible to begin with a statement what
is meant when I say ’the Luttinger theorem’.” - Igor Dzyaloshinskii[77]
4.1 Fermi Arc Diminishing with Doping and the Luttinger The-
orem
The doping evolution of the Fermi surface becomes clear when the data and
models in Fig. 3.1 are plotted on the same graph, as shown in Fig. 4.1a. The QPI
derived Fermi surface is seen to decrease monotonically with doping, consistent
with Luttinger’s theorem[76]. This theorem equates twice the area enclosed by
the Fermi surface to the density n of delocalized electrons in the system. By
following the ARPES derived Fermi surface[39] suggested in the bottom corner
of Fig. 3.1, the QPI Fermi arc can be extended to the Brillouin zone boundaries
with vertical lines, and the Luttinger theorem can be applied to the resulting
contour to count n. Because p in the cuprates measures the hole density relative
to half filling, the relation 1− n = p can be used in Fig. 4.1b(red diamonds) to
compare to the estimated p in Table 2.1. Perhaps surprisingly, it is found that
the traditional Luttinger count fails by a significant amount.
The ends of the QPI Fermi arc are observed to to fall along a line connecting
the (0,pi/a0) , (pi/a0, 0) Brillouin zone points, plotted by the dashed line in Fig.
4.1a. If twice the area between the arc and the (0,pi/a0)− (pi/a0, 0) line is used
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Figure 4.1: Doping evolution of the Fermi surface and Luttinger count
to estimate p, the result, shown in Fig. 4.1b (black squares) is in much better
agreement with Table 2.1. What is going on here? The failure of the Luttinger
theorem shouldn’t be surprising, because it is based on perturbation expansion
in powers of the electron interaction. At half filling, p = 0, the cuprates are Mott
insulating antiferromagnets. This ground state cannot reached by perturbation
expansion from the non-interacting band theory, according to which these ma-
terials should be metals with p = 1. The incorrect hole count from the large
Fermi surface area means that at low doping the normal state of the cuprates
also is not preturbatively connected to the non-interacting theory. To count the
electrons in a strongly interacting band, the Luttinger theorem must be general-
ized to include contours of zeroes at the chemical potential in the single particle
Green’s function as well as the poles[77]. The good estimate of the hole count
provided by the small Fermi surface area is consistent with the generalized Lut-
tinger theorem if the single particle Green’s function has a contour of zeroes
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along the (0,pi/a0)− (pi/a0, 0) line. The distinction between electron counting
in the large and small area Fermi surfaces is shown schematically in Fig. 4.1b
on the right.
While the generalized Luttinger theorem counts the occupied electron num-
ber in correlated bands, not all are delocalized and contribute to the carrier den-
sity. The contours of poles at the chemical potential enclose states with an ap-
proximate simple pole near the chemical potential that represent propagating,
if damped, waves that can carry a current if phase space permits. The contours
of zeroes at the chemical potential enclose states where the pole structure of the
simple theory has been destroyed by an interaction-induced divergence in the
self energy. These states cannot carry current. Counts of carrier density from
the low temperature Hall coefficient and Drude weight in optical conductivity
both show that number of carriers are driven to zero linearly as p → 0 [78, 79].
The small area hole count in Fig. 4.1b shows that the QPI Fermi arc is not incon-
sistent with the transport data if there is a contour of poles connecting the arc
tips along the (0,pi/a0)− (pi/a0, 0) line. The main inconsistency is the implied
non-zero intercept at zero doping, but this might be due the limitation of repre-
senting these contours with a quarter circle and straight line. Fig. 4.2 shows the
pole contours of a more sophisticated Green’s function[80] with a contour area
that vanishes with the doping.
In contrast, in the non-interacting theory these materials should be have a
hole carrier density of 1 + p [81]. Interestingly, the slope of the line through the
small area count in Fig. 4.1b is 1, while the slope of the line through the large
area count is 2.
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Figure 4.2: Proposed Fermi surface of Ref. [80]
4.2 Evolution of the Quasiparticle Interference Gap
The doping dependence of the QPI d-wave gap is summarized in Fig. 4.3. There
are several features in these graphs. The gap slope at θk = 45◦ decreases with
doping, until finally for the TC = 20K underdoped sample the data indicate that
the nodal point has collapsed to a finite line of zero energy excitations. Except
for this sample, this is consistent with the doping dependence of the gap slope
inferred from low temperature thermal conductivity data [citation?] and also di-
rect ARPES measurements. This is remarkable because there are no data points
at gap energies comparable to those probed by thermal conductivities. It is in-
ferred from extrapolation of Eq. 3.2, a function chosen because ∆ = ∆0 cos (2θk)
fails to fit the data. One limiting factor in acquiring QPI data at the lowest biases
is the strong increase of noise in the ratio Z as the bias approaches the chemical
potential, see Fig. 2.10.
Another feature is that where there are data points, the slope is increasing
monotonically as the doping is reduced, while the data point of highest gap
energy changes only weakly. This is discussed further in Sec. 4.3.
Most striking though, is that ∆QPI of Eq. 3.2 increases monotonically as the
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Figure 4.3: Doping evolution of ∆QPI
doping falls towards the Mott insulating state (Table 3.2). If these materials
were traditional BCS-Eliashberg superconductors with a large area Fermi sur-
face, then ∆QPI would be the maximal pairing amplitude setting the scale for
TC, which would be fantastically high. It is important to remember that ∆QPI is
an extrapolation to a k-space region outside of available data points where the
generalized Luttinger theorem indicates there are no Green’s function poles.
Without appeal to other measurements, such deductions based on its value are
dubious. Both the doping dependence and absolute scale of ∆QPI agree with
ARPES data[39, 82, 83], where the excitation gap at the antinode is known as
the ’pseudogap’ and is the source of the truncated Fermi arc in the normal state.
4.2.1 Relationship to the Real Space Gap Map ∆ (r)
An understanding of the relationship between the inferred QPI gap and the real
space excitation gap revealed by the gap map ∆ (r) (See Figs. 1.2b and 1.3b)
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requires a brief review of established properties. This will be done by analyz-
ing gap maps acquired in the same nanoscale surface area used to determine
the QPI properties. Fig. 4.4 presents these gap maps for each sample studied.
At each doping the gap maps all have the same spatial structure, consisting of
patches of size ~3nm2 with the same local gap value[23, 24]. As p → 0, the
distribution of gap values across the patches changes so that the mean value
〈∆ (r)〉 increases[24, 84, 85, 86]. This distribution changes with doping such that
rescaling by the mean value causes the distributions to collapse to the same dop-
ing independent curve[86]. This is demonstrated for the samples studied by the
graph in the lower right corner of Fig. 4.4.
The local conductance curves are also varying with the gap size. Each local
patch of the same ∆ (r) value has its own characteristic spectroscopic lineshape
that changes little across doping. So a gap patch with ∆ = 50meV has a nearly
identical LDOS curve for both the overdoped TC = 86K sample and the under-
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Figure 4.5: Doping evolution of averaged conductance
doped TC = 45K sample. As the gap size increases, the coherence peak height
relative to the background decreases and broadens[84, 85]. The evolution of
these features with ∆ (r) is displayed in Fig. 4.5a, produced by averaging the
local curves with the same value of ∆ (r) for the TC = 45K gap map in Fig. 4.4.
These features, along with a gap size variance that increases as the doping de-
creases, creates the averaged conductance curves in Fig. 4.5b. The coherence
peak in the averaged conductance has disappeared as doping decreases by un-
derdoped TC = 64K[84, 85].
As the doping falls towards zero, the gap determined by real space spec-
troscopy and the gap inferred from the QPI dispersion both evolve in a contin-
uous fashion. In Fig. 4.3 we see that both average of the gap map 〈∆ (r)〉 and
the QPI gap ∆QPI agree well. This would be the expected if the underdoped
cuprates were BCS-Eliashberg superconductors with a large area Fermi surface.
But given the implied k-space pole structure from the generalized Luttinger the-
orem, it is not clear whether Fig. 4.3 represents a coincidence or if it represents
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Figure 4.6: Relation between ∆QPI and 〈∆ (r)〉
a real relationship between the excitation gap of the low energy quasiparticles
and the higher energy states near ∆ (r).
Finally, the gap map data in Fig. indicates that TC = 20K has a gap map
spatial structure that deviates from the other samples. This is at least partially
due to poor tip resolution, which cannot resolve the spectroscopic structure of
the oxygen atoms. The LDOS at ω = ∆ (r) is known to have strong contrast
variation across subunit cell Cu-O-Cu bonds for TC = 45K [55, 87].
4.3 Loss of Dispersion and Fermi Arc Termination
Figs. and summarize the octet model inverted locus of minimal excitation gap
|∆k| = eV. As the bias voltage moves farther away from the chemical potential,
the octet k-vectors disperse away from the nodal region. At a certain bias volt-
age, the k-dispersion suddenly terminates. Fig. 4.7 plots the gap dispersion at
every bias voltage, showing that the octet dispersion terminates at the bias volt-
age shown by the dashed grey line. This bias voltage is identical to within the
several millivolt uncertainty of the average ’kink’ energy observed in the real-
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Figure 4.7: Loss of dispersion in ∆k
Table 4.1: Termination point deviation from (0,pi/a0)− (pi/a0, 0) line
TC (K) ∆k (pi/a0) kx (pi/a0) ky (pi/a0)
86 0.015 0.022 0.011
88 0.007 0.020 0.027
74 0.018 0.057 0.037
45 0.0012 0.0081 0.010
20 0.016 0.019 0.029
space spectroscopy of underdoped cuprates[24, 86, 88, 89]. The kink energy is
a weak inflection point identified by a local minimum in d2 It/dV2 (r,V)[86],
and is visible in Fig. 4.5 near the grey dashed lines marking the QPI termina-
tion energy. Real-space spectroscopy has identified that below the kink energy
the excitations are homogeneous, whereas above this energy they exhibit strong
heterogeneity. This can be seen for the gap-averaged spectra in Fig. 4.5, and a
striking example is visible in Fig. 3 of Ref [24].
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Figure 4.8: Fermi arc termination points
The point in k-space where the octet model dispersion terminates is near
the (0,pi/a0) − (pi/a0, 0) line, within the octet sample error. Fig. graphically
shows the relationship between the termination point for each doping and the
(0,pi/a0)− (pi/a0, 0) line. Table 4.1 lists for each doping the deviation ∆k of the
terminating k-point from the (0,pi/a0) − (pi/a0, 0) line, and the octet sample
standard deviations δkx, δky which represents the uncertainty. Just as the dis-
persion stops, the peak amplitudes of q2, q3, q6, and q6 decay away until they
approach the noise floor and disappear a few millivolts later. This is show in
Fig. 4.9a-d. In contrast, the q1 and q5 peaks remain well above the noise floor
beyond the dispersive termination. In the non-dispersive regime we label these
q∗1 and q∗5 and plot with the filled symbols in Fig. 3.3. The peak amplitudes for
q1, q∗1 and q5, q∗5 are shown in Fig. 4.9e-f. This behavior of dispersive q-vectors
at low biases followed by a loss of dispersion at high bias was demonstrated by
ARPES autocorrelation studies of the superconducting state[51].
From the introduction to octet QPI in Sec. 1.4, it is the q-vectors spanning
regions of k-space with opposite order parameter sign that disappear as dis-
persion is lost. In contrast, the amplitudes of the q-vectors spanning regions of
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the same order parameter sign maintain an appreciable signal and become non
dispersive.
4.4 Doping Dependence of Non-Dispersive q-Vectors
The non-dispersive wave-vectors q∗1 and q∗5 at biases above the termination en-
ergy follow the doping dependence of the Fermi-arc termination. This is il-
lustrated by the arrows in the schematic Brillouin zone of Fig. 4.10a. These
non-dispersive features are not harmonics tied to a static 4a0 modulation: q∗1
is not locked at (1/4)×(2pi/a0) and q∗5 is not locked at (3/4)×(2pi/a0) although
their sum adds to 2pi/a0. Thus we demonstrate that they are determined by the
point of intersection of the Fermi arc and the (0,pi/a0)− (pi/a0, 0) line. This is
displayed in the Z(|q|) data along the Cu-O bond direction of Fig. 4.10c which
shows the evolution of the 48 mV q∗1 and q
∗
5 peaks with doping. We focus in
Fig. 4.10d on the q∗5 peak from these data, overlaying the fits used to extract the
peak location as well as the terminating ky point determined from Fig. 4.7.
In Sec. 1.5 it was demonstrated through Fig. 1.7 and Eq. 1.15 that checker-
board modulations in low bias tunneling conductance have their origin in the
LDOS integrated to the setpoint bias (denominator of Eq. 1.15) and not the
LDOS itself (numerator of Eq. 1.15). This means that the states responsible for
the checkerboard patterns come from higher energies in the integral. In particu-
lar, Fig. 1.7 and Eq. 1.15 suggests that for TC = 45K underdoped
Bi2Sr2Ca0.8Dy0.2Cu2O8+δ a large contribution to the checkerboard comes from
empty states lying between +50 and +100meV. These are the same energies
where the non-dispersive peaks marking the ends of the Fermi arc are observed.
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Figure 4.9: Evolution of q-vector peak amplitude with doping and bias.
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Figure 4.10: Non-dispersive wave vectors inferred from Fermi arc end points
Further, the characteristic wave-vectors of the checkerboard change with dop-
ing consistent with the change of the Fermi arc relative to the
(0,pi/a0) − (pi/a0, 0) line[90]. These two observations suggest that the loss of
both QPI dispersion and electronic homogeneity have the same physical source
as the checkerboard and that the wave vectors characterizing its patterns are
determined by the terminating points of the Fermi arc.
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4.5 Simultaneous Real-Space and Momentum-Space Determi-
nation
For energies above the termination energy where QPI dispersion is lost, Z (q,V)
becomes rather static and featureless. However, because this crossover energy is
the same point where local electronic homogeneity is lost, the real space Z (r,V)
develops complex structure as disorder sets in. The excitations become better
defined in real-space than in momentum-space. This is displayed for TC = 45K
in Fig. which can be compared to Fig. 2.1. The higher real space resolution
in Fig. 4.11 emphasizes the local nature of the excitations. The patterns visi-
ble are short correlation length 4a0-wide Cu-O-Cu bond-centered unidirectional
domains. The individual domains are fairly disperse and embedded in a glassy
background. They appear similar to those reported in Refs [28, 55] for the cur-
rent ratio maps R (r, 150mV) = It (r,+150mV) /It (r,−150mV). The difference
here is that while the glassy domain structure is more or less constant in energy,
there are strong fluctuations in the intensity of the Z (r,V) maps. The intensity
appears approximately constant across ~3nm size patches.
In Sec. 4.2.1, it was reviewed that the gap map ∆ (r) exhibits a nearly identi-
cal structure. By comparing Fig. 4.11a-c with the simultaneously acquired gap
map of Fig 4.11d., Z (r,V) appears to exhibit the strongest intensity for the lo-
cations r that satisfy ∆ (r) = eV. (Note the markers in the color scale). As a
quantitative test, Fig. 4.12 compares the image Z (r,V = ∆ (r)) to R (r, 150mV)
side by side. The intensity fluctuations are gone, and the patterns are now iden-
tical to those in R. Further, the energy at each location r can be rescaled to the
value ∆ (r) at that location, defining a new local energy scale e (r) = V/∆ (r).
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Z(r, V = ∆(r)) R(r, 150mV)
Figure 4.12: Z (r,∆ (r))compared to R (r, 150mV)
Fig. 4.13 plots Z (r, e) from the data of Fig. 4.11 for several values of e, each im-
age with identical absolute color scale. Two features are prominent. The images
have maximum intensity at e = 1, demonstrating that the Cu-O-Cu bond cen-
tered patterns of the electronic cluster glass in Refs [28, 55] are the atomic scale
structure of excitations to the local gap ∆ (r). The other feature we see is that
away from e = 1, the images continue to exhibit the same pattern. The source of
inhomogeneity in ∆ (r) must also be the source of inhomogeneity for the elec-
tronic excitations that lie between the termination energy and ∆ (r). One source
of ∆ (r) disorder with strong experimental evidence is the random distribution
of dopant atoms that provide the hole carriers[54, 42].
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4.6 Summary
At low biases near the chemical potential, a homogeneous electronic structure
well defined in momentum space is observed. Consistent with this, d-wave su-
perconducting QPI patterns are observed to disperse out to a crossover energy
where a certain class of q-vectors disappear and non dispersive behavior sets
in. At this energy, electronic homogeneity is lost as detected by kinks in real
space spectroscopy while in momentum space this corresponds to the location
where the Fermi arc intersects the (0,pi/a0)− (pi/a0, 0) line. Above this energy,
the real space patterns exhibit fluctuating glassy short range 4a0 wide Cu-O-Cu
patterns that are characteristic of excitations to the disordered local gap ∆ (r)
energy. It is observed that ∆QPI of the homogeneous low energy QPI model for
momentum space is quantitatively the same as the average 〈∆ (r)〉. Because ho-
mogeneity is lost, the physical basis for this is unknown, but it is consistent with
the momentum space gap continuity in the ARPES observations of Kanigel et.
al. [91]. The evolution of ∆QPI is followed as the doping is reduced towards
the Mott insulating state along the phase diagram trajectory of Fig. 4.14. It is
observed that ∆QPI increases directly with the pseudogap energy, even as both
TC and the superfluid density are reduced to near zero.
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CHAPTER 5
EVOLUTION OF QUASIPARTICLE INTERFERENCE WITH
TEMPERATURE
“Every time we look at another experiment, we make the prob-
lem easier. It is like looking in the back of the book for the answer,
which is slowly being unveiled by the details of the various experi-
ments. There is no reason to require the experiments. The only rea-
son that we cannot do this problem of superconductivity is that we
haven’t got enough imagination” Richard P. Feynman[92]
5.1 The Pseudogap and Phase Incoherent Superconductivity
By tracking the quasiparticle interference for T  TC it was deduced that the
excitation gap of BCS-like quasiparticle in the underdoped cuprates is strongly
impacted by the heterogeneous pseudogap. This is puzzling. Because it does
not vanish at TC, the pseudogap cannot be a BCS superconducting gap. In the
underdoped cuprates, the convergence of a layered CuO2 structure and a su-
perfluid density very much below the valence density[93] conspire to make
the superconducting order susceptible to fluctuations, and specifically phase
fluctuations [94, 95]. Then thermal unlocking of the superconducting phase
would drive TC below the mean-field, BCS value which is controlled by the
ground state superconducting gap. However, above TC the pairing mechanism
is still active over microscopic correlation lengths and a superconducting ampli-
tude can persist. For instance, consider the superconducting order parameter〈
ck↑c−k↓
〉
= |∆ (k)| eiφ . In a simple scenario of thermal unlocking[14], the
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phase acquires a finite correlation length above TC, 〈φ (r) φ (r + R)〉 ∝ e−R/L.
This leads to a complex order parameter varying spatially throughout the sam-
ple such that
〈
ck↑c−k↓
〉
= 0, while the amplitude remains finite,√〈∣∣ck↑c−k↓∣∣2〉 = |∆ (k)| 6= 0
The first moment of the superconducting order parameter vanishes but the sec-
ond moment persists.
Experimentally, phase fluctuating superconductivity above TC in these mate-
rials has been detected by many probes. Terahertz conductivity measurements
[96] find a phase correlation time consistent with the motion of vortices gener-
ated by thermal phase unlocking. The Nearnst effect, a measurement of the elec-
tric field generated by application of a thermal gradient in a magnetic field, is
also consistent with diffusion of thermally excited vortices[97]. Torque magne-
tometry detects a diamagnetic susceptibility that increases with magnetic field,
which implies the superconducting fluctuations are from the phase component
[98]. In contrast, the amplitude fluctuations of BCS superconductors above TC
exhibit diamagnetism that decreases with applied field[99]. A Josephson like
signal is found in superconducting-normal-pseudogap tunnel junctions as a di-
rect consequence of fluctuating pairs[100]. Finally, microwave measurements of
the critical exponent of the superfluid density near TC are consistent with the
3DXY universality class of thermal phase unlocking transitions[101]. The re-
gion in the phase diagram where the phase fluctuation (φ-fl) phenomena occur
are displayed in Fig. 5.1. Since this is not an ordered thermodynamic phase
and because these measurements couple to the fluctuations differently, the up-
per bound for this region is not well defined but it is below the pseudogap
crossover.
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Figure 5.1: Phase diagram trajectory probed by QPI in this chapter
All of the above measurements are integrated over the microscopic quantum
numbers of the superconducting electronic state. The dx2−y2 complex order pa-
rameter in the cuprates has quantum number dependence so that these probes
cannot observe the detailed behavior of the fluctuating superconductivity. To
address this issue, the quasiparticle interference was measured at six different
temperatures from TTC through TC to 1.5 TC on a single crystal of underdoped
Bi2Sr2Ca0.8Dy0.2Cu2O8+δ. The crystal was chosen to be strongly underdoped
with a TC of 37+/-3K so that the thermal broadening implied by Eq. 1.7 would
not obscure any dispersing QPI patterns. The dark blue line in Fig. 5.1 marks
the phase diagram trajectory probed by these experiments.
5.2 Observed Modulation Patterns
Fig. 5.2 shows the conductance ratio modulations Z (r,V) measured at the
temperatures 4.5K  TC, 37K = TC, and 55K = 1.5TC while Fig. 5.5 shows
their Fourier transforms Z (q,V). Z (q,V) for all temperatures is in Fig. 2.9,
and the topography of Fig. 5.4a demonstrates the spatial quality of the tunnel
junction achieved above TC. The same set of octet QPI wavevectors is visible
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4.5K ~ .1TC 37K = TC 55K ~ 1.5TC
10mV
20mV
30mV
Figure 5.2: 50nm× 50nm Z (r,V) at 3 temperatures
in Z (q,V) at all temperatures, even above the bulk superconducting transi-
tion. Fig. 5.3 shows the evolution of the dispersion of the high symmetry q-
vectors q1, q5, and q7 with temperature from the data in Figs. 2.5 and 2.6. This
smooth evolution strongly indicates that the particle-hole symmetric octet phe-
nomenology remains valid at all temperatures observed. The octet model of
QPI wavevector dispersion is controlled by the dispersion of |∆ (k)| (See Sec.
1.4 and ref. [41]) meaning that |∆ (k)| remains finite at all temperatures ob-
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served – even above TC. Conceptually, this is very easy to understand. Both the
energy of the quasiparticle excitation gap |∆ (k)| and the tunneling measure-
ments Z (r,V) = |u (r,ω = eV)|2 / |v (r,ω = −eV)|2 are not directly dependent
on the superconducting phase φ. Theoretical calculations for phase incoherent
d-wave QPI including the phase coupling of Eq.1.14 verify this intuitive picture
in detail[66]. These measurements identify the persistence of octet QPI above TC
as the spectroscopic signature of phase fluctuating d-wave superconductivity.
By inverting these octet model q-vectors we can learn about phase-fluctuating
quasiparticles.
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Figure 5.4: Cu-O-Cu bond centered patterns above TC at 45K
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persion above TC
The continuous evolution of the octet q-vectors in Fig. 5.6 through TC and
well into the pseudogap state makes proposals that the pseudogap originates
from an alternative ordered electronic state with a static wave vector Q[102]
both logically implausible and quantitatively inconsistent[103]. The internal
consistency of the octet model, presented by the solid lines in Fig. 5.6, demon-
strates that the low energy modulation below |E| < 40mV can only be due to
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ordered or phase fluctuating superconductivity[66]. In contrast, the higher en-
ergy non-dispersive excitations of Sec. 4.5, characteristic of the local gap ∆ (r),
persist unaltered above TC as Fig. 5.4 demonstrates with the R-map[55] at 45K.
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5.3 Fermi Arc Contour
In BCS superconductors, the locus of k-space points with minimum excitation
gap changes negligibly with temperature. This is because the locus is the nor-
mal state Fermi surface which has a temperature scale, the Fermi temperature,
that is factor of ~104 larger than TC[81, 14]. The normal state of the cuprates
is not a Fermi liquid, but the observation by ARPES of normal state Fermi arc
phenomena[59, 39, 40, 91] verify that this is true for the cuprates as well. Then
the octet QPI Fermi arc contour should change little with temperature. The
evolution of the octet Fermi arc with temperature is displayed in Fig. 5.8. At
all temperatures the quasiparticle dispersion continues to terminate just before
reaching the line connecting the (0,pi/a0) , (pi/a0, 0) Brillouin zone points, plot-
ted by the dashed line. The fitted arcs in Fig. 5.8 indeed appear to change little
with temperature. Fig. 5.7a plots the temperature dependence of the gener-
alized Luttinger count from Ch. 4.1, demonstrating that this carrier count is
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changing little with temperature. The straight line fit indicated in Fig. 5.7a
yields the slope 7.3± 9.9×10−5 holes/(CuO2 ·Kelvin) so that the change with
temperature is consistent zero within octet statistics. The zero-temperature hole
density from the fit is .103± 0.004 holes/CuO2. Tab. 5.1 has the full parameters
for the linear least squares fit. In Fig. 5.7b the k-space loci generating the ob-
served scattering patterns at each temperature are plotted simultaneously. Since
the bias range (quasiparticle energy range) of observation is the same at all tem-
peratures, this indicates that the quasiparticle gap is pulling back away from the
nodal line (See Fig. 1.6a) as the temperature rises.
Table 5.1: Fig. 5.7a data fit to p = p0 + bT
p0 holes/CuO2 b holes/(CuO2 ·Kelvin) a, b correlation coefficient χ2
.103± 0.004 7.3± 9.9×10−5 -0.872 1.25
5.4 The Quasiparticle Gap and Gapless Excitations
Having failed to detect a statistically significant change in the Fermi arc contour
with temperature, any detected change in the momentum space structure sup-
porting QPI must come from |∆ (k)|. Fig. 5.9 plots the octet |∆ (θk)| structure
at each temperature simultaneously, and in Fig. 5.13 they presented separately.
The solid lines are the fit to Eq. 3.2. Figs. 5.7b, and 5.13 hint that the gap struc-
ture is pulling back away from the node as the temperature increases, leaving
behind a region of gapless excitations that is increasing in length. This length
can be estimated by extrapolation of the Eq. 3.2 fit to zero bias, producing Fig.
5.11a. The octet error estimates in Fig. 5.11a are not good enough for conclusive
determination of the temperature evolution of the gapless length. This difficulty
has two sources. In Fig. 5.9, there is significant overlap of the octet error esti-
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Figure 5.10: Temperature dependence of parameters from fits to Eq. 3.2
mates of θk for the different temperatures. Secondly, the model values of ∆QPI
are much larger than the largest quasiparticle energy measured, indicating that
the measured data does not adequately constrain the parameters for Eq. 3.2.
Fig. 5.10 plots the temperature dependence of ∆QPI and B.
To address the inadequacy of Eq. 3.2, the more constrained function of a
straight line is used to extrapolate |∆ (θk)| to zero bias. This enables an extrap-
olation based on one fitting parameter, the intercept of the line, rather than two,
∆QPI and B. Straight line fits to the data for |∆ (θk)| ≤ 14meV give the estimate
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Figure 5.11: Length of gapless excitations
for temperature evolution of the length of gapless excitation in Fig. 5.11b. The
fits are presented in Fig. 5.14. Though in terms of the χ2 metric it is dubious
to claim that straight lines are better than Eq. 3.2, their lack of curvature leaves
less freedom in the model parameters and gives the more acceptable octet error
bars in Fig. 5.11b. So although there is systematic error in the absolute length
associated with the choice of model for extrapolation, the size of the error bars
gives good confidence that the relative length of gapless excitations is increas-
ing monotonically with temperature. As an independent measure, the spatial
average of the zero bias conductance in Fig. 5.12 is consistent with this QPI gap
length.
To address the issue of overlapping θk octet error estimates, note that in ev-
ery fit to the inverted k-space locus χ2 is absurdly low for the number of degrees
of freedom. This indicates that the octet error estimates are much larger than one
standard deviation of the true sample mean and that the resulting errors on the
fit parameters are a conservative overestimate. Estimation of the growth of the
length of gapless excitations is at the very edge of what the analysis method-
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Figure 5.12: Temperature Dependence of Average Conductance
ology presented in Ch. 3 can accurately produce. Higher accuracy than this
requires more sophisticated techniques to accurately estimate the true standard
deviation of the mean.
5.5 q-vector Peak Amplitude
The octet model analysis of the temperature evolution of QPI presented above
has not revealed any evidence of the bulk superconducting transition. How-
ever, as Fig. 5.15a-c shows, the peak amplitudes of q-vectors spanning regions
of k-space with opposite order parameter sign drop precipitously with increas-
ing temperature, falling by a factor of 30 for q7. In contrast, in Fig. 5.15d-f the
amplitudes of the q-vectors spanning regions of the same order parameter sign
maintain an appreciable signal through TC and do not exhibit monotonic behav-
ior. (See Fig. 1.6a and Sec. 1.4) Its appealing to interpret the scattering processes
illustrated in Fig. 5.15d-f as due to order parameter inhomogeneities created
from the phase fluctuations. However, the detailed microscopic theory of order
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parameter scattering does not account for the phase of the order parameter and
focuses instead on amplitude inhomogeneities. Similarly, Fig. 5.15a-c could be
due to depletion of the superfluid density which reduces the screening response
to impurities and defects. But this also has not been considered in detail. It is
noteworthy that in several calculations of phase-fluctuating d-wave supercon-
ductivity above TC the simple pole in the single particle Green’s function be-
comes a factional power branch cut singularity[66, 104, 105].
A previous STM experiment pioneering spatially resolved studies above TC
in the psuedogap state had a different conclusion[106]. Fig. 5.15 allows recon-
ciliation between the previous and present experiments. By comparing Fig S2
of Ref. [106] (the source of the Fourier analysis in the main text) with Fig. 5.2 it
appears that the signal-to-noise ratio in the present experiment is higher than in
the previous work. In the previous experiment, the lower signal-to-noise ratio
prevented the observation of all scattering vectors except for q1, which accord-
ing to the present analysis of Fig. 5.3, has the least dispersion.
5.6 Summary
This chapter has presented the following experimentally determined charac-
teristics for the interference modulations of the low energy excitations in the
underdoped cuprate pseudogap regime:
1. The set of seven scattering wave vectors qi of the superconducting octet
model persist above TC and evolve continuously from the superconduct-
ing state, Figs. 5.5, 5.3, and 5.6.
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2. All the qi remain dispersive in a manner internally consistent with the
octet model representation of momentum space, Fig. 5.6 (solid lines).
3. Since it is modulations in the conductance ratio Z (r,V) (Sec. 1.5) that
are analyzed with the octet QPI model , the qi retain their particle-hole
symmetry above TC.
4. The modulations occur in the same energy range and are generated from
the same k-space contour at all temperatures, Figs 5.7a and 5.8.
5. The precise locations on the contour that generate the scattering change
with temperature as the excitation gap |∆ (k)|moves back from the nodes,
leaving a growing arc of gapless excitations, Figs. 5.7b, 5.11b, and 5.14. It
the small lines with |∆ (k)| > 0 in front of the (0,pi/a0) , (pi/a0, 0) line that
are the momentum space locations of the states responsible for the phase
fluctuation signals in the experiments of Refs. [96, 97, 98, 101].
6. The peak amplitudes of qi spanning regions of k-space with opposite or-
der parameter sign diminish greatly, while q-vectors spanning regions of
the same order parameter sign maintain an appreciable signal through TC,
Fig. 5.15.
The scattering amplitudes in the underdoped cuprates exhibit the same behav-
ior as the superconducting state is weakened by increasing temperature (Fig.
5.15), falling doping (Fig. 4.9), or increasing magnetic field (Ref. [47]). Since
transport and thermodynamic measurements have identified TC as a phase un-
locking transition, a reasonable hypothesis is that phase fluctuations are the
mechanism destroying superconductivity on the underdoped side. However,
for the cases of falling doping and magnetic field the fluctuations would have to
be quantum in nature[95] and not thermal[94]. This would explain why the vor-
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tex core in a magnetic field is not consistent with a d-wave BCS amplitude sup-
pressed structure[107, 108] and immediately leads to the prediction that such
structure will be recovered for the very overdoped cuprates. Finally, the hy-
pothesis of a fractional power Green’s function could in the future be tested by
extracting the power from analysis[66] of normal state QPI data and comparing
it to that already obtained from normal state ARPES[105] studies.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUDING REMARKS
“One of my favorite times in the academic year occurs in early
spring when I give my class of extremely bright graduate students,
who have mastered quantum mechanics but are otherwise unsus-
pecting and innocent, a take-home exam in which they are asked to
deduce superfluidity from first principles. There is no doubt a spe-
cial place in hell being reserved for me at this very moment for this
mean trick, for the task is impossible.” Robert Laughlin[109]
6.1 Impact on the Broader Context of Cuprate Physics
Interpreting the momentum space structure implied by quasiparticle interfer-
ence in terms of a generalized Luttinger theorem (Ch. 4) provides a framework
for understanding the experimental data on underdoped cuprates. The two-
component behavior seen in various measurements arises from the two mo-
mentum surfaces of the theorem: the familiar surface of Green’s function poles
as well as the surface of Green’s zeroes created by strong correlations. The su-
perconducting component comes from poles while the pseudogap component
comes from the zeroes. The component that appears at the superconducting
transition TC is from the poles while the component that evolves continuously
through TC is from the zeroes.
• In the two component analysis of the carrier count from the Hall coeffi-
cient, the temperature independent term originates from the poles while
the thermally activated term comes from the zeroes. This analysis also
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shows that the extracted activation energy agrees well with the pseudo-
gap energy measured by ARPES[110].
• In optical conductivity measurements, the Drude peak comes from the
poles while the mid-IR band comes from the zeroes[79, 111]. The peak en-
ergy of this band is consistent with twice the energy of the ARPES pseu-
dogap.
• In electronic specific heat measurements, the jump at TC and its decrease
with decreasing doping comes from the poles while the drop in the normal
state specific heat with decreasing temperature is due to the zeroes[112].
• The linear doping dependence of the superfluid density[93] is due to the
poles, which exhibit identical doping behavior in Fig. 4.1b.
• In Raman measurements, the B2g symmetry component from the nodal re-
gion of momentum space comes from the poles, while the B1g component
from the antinodes is due to the zeroes[75].
• In STM, the homogeneous low energy spectrum comes from the poles
and the higher energy heterogeneous gap structure comes from the ze-
roes. (Ch. 4.2.1) The low energy spectrum has strong changes through
TC[113, 114] while the heterogeneous gap disappears at the much higher
temperature T*[60, 89].
• In ARPES, the nodal region exhibiting quasiparticle peaks below TC and
the Fermi arc above is from the poles, while the peak-less antinodal region
that remains gapped above TC is from the zeroes[39, 40, 91, 82, 74, 59, 83,
115, 116].
This simple picture of poles and zeroes is most accurate in the very under-
doped regime. In reality, the detailed picture across the phase diagram is more
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complicated. All of these properties evolve continuously into the overdoped
region where non-interacting Fermi liquid behavior without a zero surface is
recovered[117, 118, 119]. This cannot only be due to the Fermi surface topol-
ogy change in overdoped Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ where the anti-bonding pole surface
moves entirely in front of the hypothesized zero surface along the
(0,pi/a0) , (pi/a0, 0) line[120]. The temperature independent component of the
Hall carrier count deviates from p near p = 1/8[110], well below the topology
change. The inhomogeneous STM gap distribution suggests that a linear com-
bination of momentum space states is required to describe the eigenstates as
translational invariance has been lost. Near optimal doping this hypothesized
linear combination would include momentum space states both with and with-
out the surface of zeroes. Accordingly, ARPES does not observe a sharp division
in momentum space between the pseudogap and the superconducting quasi-
particle peaks but rather a small region where the two overlap[121]. Therefore
the ARPES normal state Fermi arc and QPI Fermi arc should not coincide exactly
but the QPI Fermi arc should be slightly longer.
It is this region of overlap between the pseudogap and quasiparticle peaks
in ARPES data that should coincide with the region where the QPI- determined
|∆ (k)| remains finite above TC. This small region is the source of the observed
phase fluctuation behavior. At the same time, this picture of poles and zeroes is
not consistent with the simplest idea of the pseudogap as a phase- fluctuating
pairing precursor to a superconducting state that condenses at TC. The antin-
odal states, with Green’s function zeroes, can never contribute to the supercon-
ducting condensate. Despite this, in the underdoped regime there are ARPES
measurements of the psuedogap consistent with Cooper pairing above TC[122,
123] and the observation by STM of a particle-hole symmetric pseudogap[60]
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consistent with a strongly scattered d-wave superconducting gap[86]. If the un-
derdoped psuedogap is due to phase fluctuating pairs then the pairs are phase
fluctuating down to T = 0 and never condense. The observation of gap continu-
ity below TC[59, 91, 83] and Fig. 4.6 as well as the STM observation[86, 89, 113]
of continuous evolution of the pseudogap into the superconducting gap on a
large area Fermi surface suggests an intimate relation between the supercon-
ducting gap and the pseudogap.
6.2 Comparison with Theory
The following are key spectroscopic features that any theory of the high tem-
perature superconductivity in the underdoped cuprates should address
1. Momentum space anisotropy with sharp coherent quasiparticles in the re-
gion of the d-wave order parameter node and broad peak-less incoherent
features near the antinode.
2. The nodal states are the low energy d-wave superconducting excitations
and they exhibit a homogeneous spectrum well described in momentum
space. The antinodal states are the higher energy excitations of the pseu-
dogap with a characteristic energy scale rising as p decreases toward the
Mott insulating state. As demonstrated in Sec. 4.5 these states are better
described in real space.
3. This anisotropy is generated from strong correlations such that the nodal
states are described by surfaces of poles in the single particle Green’s func-
tion while the antinodal states are described by surfaces of zeroes.
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4. The boundary in momentum space between the poles and zeroes are de-
marcated by the line connecting (0,pi/a0) , (pi/a0, 0) in the Brillouin zone.
5. The real space configuration of antinodal excitations have contrast on the
O atoms and locally break C4 rotational symmetry[55].
6. The thermal phase transition out of the superconducting state is due to
phase fluctuations
Much of these feature are captured by Resonating Valence Bond (RVB) theory of
high temperature superconductivity, an early proposal by Phil Anderson[124]
for a strongly correlated, all electronic mechanism for pairing. In this frame-
work, the relevant Hamiltonian for the CO2 plane is the Hubbard model in the
strongly correlated limit
H = ∑
〈i,j〉,σ
tijc†iσcjσ +∑
i,σ
Uniσniσ¯ (6.1)
tij is the amplitude for hopping from lattice site j to i, 〈i, j〉 denotes sum over
nearest neighbors, and U is the Coulomb repulsion between electrons occu-
pying the same lattice site. In the strongly correlated limit, U is much larger
than the bandwidth of the U = 0 system, strongly suppressing double occu-
pancy of a lattice site and creating the Mott insulating state at half filling, p =
0. The remaining Cu spin-1/2 degrees of freedom are subject to an antiferro-
magnetic superexchange J = 4t2/U. This is minimized by forming delocal-
ized singlet bonds between pairs of spins, creating a spin liquid. Anderson
proposed that a good approximation to this state is formed by starting with a
BCS singlet wavefunction, fixing the pair number, and projecting out doubly
occupied states. Removing electrons by doping the system with mobile holes
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allows the RVB singlet pair number to vary and the material becomes super-
conducting. Thus in the RVB model, phase fluctuations are a consequence of
the localization tendency because Cooper pair number and phase are incom-
patible observables[14]. Mean-field slave-boson studies of Eq. 6.1 in the limit
U → ∞[125], studies of projected wavefunction by the Gutzwiller method (re-
viewed in Ref. [126]) implemented by variational Monte Carlo[127, 128], and
cellular dynamical mean field theories[129, 130] find properties 1-3 and 6.
While semi-quantitatively accurate and providing a good conceptual frame-
work, RVB theory misses some key details. Foremost is the experimental obser-
vation of a static antiferromagnetic ground state and not a spin liquid at p = 0. In
this case the antiferromagentic Brillouin zone boundary is the
(0,pi/a0) , (pi/a0, 0) line in momentum space. In the simplest hypothesis, prop-
erty 4 is a connection to the physics of the antiferromagnet at p = 0. Experimen-
tally, X-ray absorption studies find that the doped holes are introduced on O 2p
orbitals[131, 132]. Consideration of the oxygen orbitals leads to a description
of the cuprates as charge-transfer[133] insulators rather than Mott insulators.
Superconductivity is produced from the spin of doped O holes interacting with
the spin of the Cu2+[134]. As in RVB, this is a strongly correlated and local
superexhange mechanism. The destruction of the p = 0 antiferromagnet by dop-
ing could lead to an electronic liquid crystal[135], stripes[136, 137], or a valence
bond solid (VBS)[138, 139] all of which give property 5. (These do not exhaust
the possibilities) Stripes and VBS are distinguished by the ground state spin
configuration on the Cu atoms. Stripes are antiferromagentic with different or-
dering vectors than at the state p = 0, while VBS has local singlet bonds centered
on the O atoms.
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Studies of one loop renormalization group flows of the two dimensional
Hubbard model produce property 4[140, 141]. Starting in the weak coupling
regime, strongly anisotropic scattering in the particle-particle and particle-hole
channels send the flows to strong coupling. This scattering drives both d-wave
pairing and antiferromagnetic fluctuations. It is strongest a for momentum
transfer of (pi,pi) between states near the antinodes, forming an insulating spin
liquid from these states and truncating the Fermi surface at its intersection with
the (0,pi/a0) , (pi/a0, 0) line. This theory has been used to describe[142] the
anisotropic scattering in angle-dependent magnetoresistance measurements
[143] that produce the unusual T-linear scattering rate in the normal state[144],
and appears also to describe the q-vector scattering amplitudes of Fig. 4.9 well.
In this context, these amplitudes are inconsistent with charge density wave
formation[90, 115, 123] because the amplitudes associated with charge scat-
tering follow the angular decay of the ARPES superconducting quasiparticle
peak[121] rather than increasing near the proposed nesting segments. While
the renormalization group calculations are strictly only valid in the overdoped
regime, the strong coupling fixed point was identified with that of the spin liq-
uid in doped two-leg ladders describing the underdoped regime. This led to a
phenomenological proposal for the cuprate single particle Green’s function[80,
145].
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APPENDIX A
CHANGE OF BASIS IN TUNNELING SPECTRAL FUNCTION
We will begin by looking at the real-space propagator〈
Ψ† (r, t)Ψ (r)
〉
Ψ† (r, t)is the quantum field operator that creates an electron at position r and
time t. In the Heisenberg picture this is〈
Ψ† (r,t)Ψ (r)
〉
=
〈
U† (t)Ψ† (r)U (t)Ψ (r)
〉
(A.1)
U (t) is the time evolution operator. In terms of the eigenstates ν of the under-
lying Hamiltonian, the quantum field operator can be written as
Ψ† (r) =∑
µ
c†µ 〈µ|r〉 =∑
µ
c†µψ
∗
µ (r) (A.2)
Again, ψν (r) is the wavefunction for state ν. Inserting Eq. A.2 into Eq. A.1 gives〈
Ψ† (r, t)Ψ (r)
〉
=∑
µµ′
ψ∗µ′ (r)ψµ (r)
〈
U† (t) c†µ′U (t) cµ
〉
For µ′ 6= µ,
〈
U† (t) c†µ′U (t) cµ
〉
= 0 since by assumption the state µ is eigenstate
of the underlying Hamiltonian and such a state cannot transition into another
eigenstate µ
′
as time evolves. And so〈
Ψ† (r,t)Ψ (r)
〉
=∑
µ
∣∣ψµ (r)∣∣2 〈U† (t) c†µU (t) cµ〉 =∑
µ
∣∣ψµ (r)∣∣2 〈c†µ (t) cµ〉
(A.3)
Note that the spin quantum number has been ignored here.
To make the connection with tunneling, the tunnel current Eq. 1.2 can be
written (see Ref.[13] Eq. 8.73 of that text)
It =
∞ˆ
−∞
dω
2pih¯∑µν
∣∣Tµν∣∣2 [〈cν (ω+ eV) c†ν〉1 〈c†µ (ω) cµ〉2−〈
c†ν (ω+ eV) cν
〉
1
〈
cµ (ω) c†µ
〉
2
]
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Inserting Tersoff and Hamann’s tunneling matrix element Tµν Eq. 1.6,
It =
∣∣∣∣∣ h¯22m4piΩ−1/21 ReκR
∣∣∣∣∣
2 ∞ˆ
−∞
dω
2pih¯∑ν
[(
∑
µ
∣∣ψµ (r0)∣∣2 〈cµ (ω) c†µ〉2
)
×
〈
c†ν (ω+ eV) cν
〉
−
(
∑
µ
∣∣ψµ (r0)∣∣2 〈c†µ (ω) cµ〉2
)〈
cν (ω+ eV) c†ν
〉
1
]
Substituting the time Fourier transform of Eq. A.3 into the parenthesis,
It =
∣∣∣ h¯22m4piΩ−1/21 ReκR∣∣∣2
∞ˆ
−∞
dω
2pih¯∑ν
[〈
Ψ (r0,ω)Ψ† (r0)
〉
2
〈
c†ν (ω+ eV) cν
〉
1
−
〈
Ψ† (r0,ω)Ψ (r0)
〉
2
〈
cν (ω+ eV) c†ν
〉
1
]
This can be re-expressed with the spectral functions as
It =
∣∣∣∣∣ h¯22m4piReκR
∣∣∣∣∣
2 ∞ˆ
−∞
dω
h¯
A2 (r0,ω)
(
∑
ν
1
2piΩ1
A1 (ν,ω+ eV)
)
× [nF (ω+ eV)− nF (ω)]
By Eq. 1.3, the quantity in parenthesis is the density of states per unit volume of
the tip, g1 (ω+ eV). Finally we arrive at
It =
∣∣∣∣∣ h¯22m4piReκR
∣∣∣∣∣
2 ∞ˆ
−∞
dω
h¯
A2 (r0,ω) g1 (ω+ eV) [nF (ω+ eV)− nF (ω)]
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APPENDIX B
RESOLUTION OF LOCK-IN AMPLIFIER DIFFERENTIAL
CONDUCTANCE
Differential conductance of tunnel junctions measured with a lock-in am-
plifier suffers from voltage broadening about the DC bias voltage. This is be-
cause lock-in amplifiers measure dIt/dV by ∆It/∆V where ∆It is the current
response of the tunnel junction to a driving AC bias modulation voltage ∆V =
VAC cos (ωt). Choosing the bias modulation drive so that ∆It/∆V accurately
measures dIt/dV the requires that the conductance vary little over the peak-to-
peak drive voltage range. But because the current response diminishes with the
bias modulation amplitude, an inadequate experimental signal-to-noise ratio
can force measurements with an undesirably high bias modulation amplitude.
Here, a quantitative description for the voltage broadening of a lock-in amplifier
is developed.
By driving a tunnel junction with a bias voltage
V (t) = VDC +VAC cos (ωt)
the current response is
I (t) = IDC + I1 cos (ωt) + I2 cos (2ωt) + . . .
In general, the current will respond at all harmonics of the drive frequency
in a Fourier series. The phase-sensitive lock-in amplifier is set to measure the
Fourier coefficient I1, so that a spectroscopic curve is more precisely a measure-
ment of I1 (VDC).
We chose the drive frequency so as to avoid any dynamic response by the
junction. By assuming no dynamic response, the current will be purely resis-
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tive, meaning in-phase with the drive voltage and the time dependence will be
given parametrically by I (V (t)) where I (V) is the DC relation. The Fourier
coefficient is then
I1 =
1
pi
ˆ pi
−pi
I (V (x)) cos (x) dx
V (x) = VDC +VAC cos (x)
This suggests the substitution u = cos (x) to evaluate the integral. However
because du = − sin (x) dx and sin (x) = ±√1− u2, care must be taken to chose
the proper branch cut. For 0 ≤ x < pi, sin (x) > 0 and the positive branch is
taken. For pi ≤ x < 2pi, sin < 0 and the negative branch is taken. Carrying this
out in the substitution produces
I1 = − 1
pi
ˆ −1
1
I (V (u)) u√
1− u2 du+
1
pi
ˆ 1
−1
I (V (u)) u√
1− u2 du =
2
pi
ˆ 1
−1
I (V (u)) u√
1− u2 du
Integration by parts followed by the substitution V′ = VACu yields
I1 =
2
pi
ˆ VAC
−VAC
√
1− (V′/VAC)2 dItdV
(
VDC +V′
)
dV′
This can be rewritten into the final form for the voltage/energy broadening in-
troduced by the finite bias modulation amplitude of the lock-in amplifier
I1 =
2
pi
ˆ VAC
−VAC
√
1− (V′/VAC)2 dItdV
(
VDC −V′
)
dV′ (B.1)
Which is in the form of a convolution for
I1 (VDC) =
ˆ ∞
−∞
h
(
V′
) dIt
dV
(
VDC −V′
)
dV′
h (V) =

0 V < −VAC
2
pi
√
1− (V/VAC)2 −VAC ≤ V ≤ VAC
0 V > VAC
The singularities in the derivatives of h (V) mandates that deconvolution be
approached with more sophisticated non-linear inverse theory.
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APPENDIX C
CALIBRATING THE STM POSITION SENSOR
This Appendix closely follows Appendix B of Ray Simmond’s Ph.D. disser-
tation [146] with the explicit geometry of the STM position sensor capacitance.
The coarse approach mechanism (the walker, see Refs. [26, 28]) of the Davis
group’s STM heads have a metallic cylinder attached to the scanner. A second,
fixed metallic cylinder with a slightly larger diameter sits concentric to the scan-
ner cylinder, forming a parallel plate capacitor. Because d  r1, r2 the parallel
plate capacitor formula can be invoked so that
CSTM =
e02pir1L
d
As the scanner moves forward during coarse approach, the overlap of the
two cylinders changes, which changes the capacitance. This geometry is shown
in Fig. C.1. By putting this capacitor into the Wheatstone bridge circuit of Fig.
C.2 we can measure the differential capacitance
δCSTM =
e02pir1
d
δL = CSTM
(
δL
L
)
(C.1)
to yield the motion δL of the scanner in real distance units.
A Wheatstone bridge is created using two inductors and two capacitors.
A ratio transformer provides ground isolation for the experiment as well as
the two inductors whose values are set by an adjustable ratio α so that L1 =
(α− 1) L and L2 = αL. One capacitor Cre f is a fixed reference. The other capac-
itor is CSTM. An excitation voltage Vin is applied to the input of the ratio trans-
former, and a response voltage Vout is measured at the output. We use a lock-in
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Lr2
r1 dL
extension after coarse approach
Figure C.1: Position sensor capacitance geometry
amplifier to measure Vout as well as provide Vin with its sine reference. This ar-
rangement allows for the measurement of the very small voltage responses by
using large time constants on the lock-in output filter.
Before starting coarse approach α on the ratio transformer is adjusted until
Vout is zero. This is defines the balance point of the bridge. Here, the clever
grounding in Fig. C.2 cancels the stray capacitance CS since both ends of CS are
at the same potential. At this point
C0STM
Cre f
=
L1
L2
=
α0 − 1
α0
(C.2)
Cref
CSTM Cref
Vout
Vin
L1 = (a-1)L
L2 = aL
Ratio transformer
Dekatran DT72A
Figure C.2: Wheatstone bridge circuit of the position sensor
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Figure C.3: Determination of the linear response coefficient λ
or
C0STM =
(
1
α0
− 1
)
Cre f − CS (C.3)
Above, the values of α and CSTM at the balance point are identified as α0 and
C0STM.
If the value of one of the components in the bridge changes slightly, the
bridge ratio changes α = α0 + δα and a non-zero Vout is generated. For δα α0
linear response can be invoked so that Vout = λδα. The constant λ is determined
by using the ratio transformer to move off-balance with several known values
of δα and measuring the response Vout. Fig. C.3 shows one set of Vout, δα and
the straight line fit used to determine λ.
During coarse approach, the capacitance C0STM will change by δCSTM. Dif-
ferentiating Eq. C.3 gives
δCSTM = −
Cre f
α20
δα (C.4)
Using Eqs. C.1, C.2, C.3, and C.4 gives
Vout = −λα20
(
C0STM
Cre f
)(
δL
L
)
=
{
−λ (1− α0) α0
L
}
δL
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The quantity in braces is the calibration constant that converts between displace-
ments δL and the measured voltage Vout on the lock-in.
The data in Fig. C.3 can be used as a specific example of position sensor
calibration. This was a calibration performed on Davis Group STM2 November
23, 2005 after building a new scanner with a larger capacitor plate than previ-
ously. The linear fit in Fig. C.3 to δVout = λδα+ b coughs up λ = −139.772mV,
b = −0.00086mV. The balance point was α0 = 0.40268, and the length of the
capacitor cylinder is L = 0.450′. Plugging in,
−λ (1− α0) α0
L
= 3.0µV/¯m
or 0.34µm/µV. The amplitude of the lock-in reference sine wave applied to Vin
was 5V.
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